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Abstract
A search for Supersymmetry in events with three leptons (electrons or muons) and miss-
ing transverse momentum is presented. The observation of a significant excess of events
with three leptons in the final state with respect to the prediction of the Standard Model
would be a hint of New Physics. A sample with an integrated luminosity of L = 2.06fb−1
of proton-proton collision data at a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 7TeV delivered by the
LHC and recorded by the ATLAS detector in 2011 is used. Special focus is placed on the
composition of the Standard Model background and the measurement of misidentifica-
tion rates of electrons and muons. The misidentification rates are determined from Monte
Carlo simulated samples. The misidentification rates obtained for electrons yield values
between∼ 20% and∼ 6%, depending on the transverse momentum and the pseudorapid-
ity of the electrons, while for muons values between ∼ 42% and ∼ 10%, depending on
the transverse momentum of the muons, are obtained. Two different selections are inves-
tigated, one selection vetoing events with the presence of Z bosons, the other selection
requiring the presence of a Z boson. The observations of 32 events with an expectation of
26±5 events due to processes of the Standard Model and 95 events with an expectation of
72± 15 events, respectively, are interpreted in a phenomenological Minimal Supersym-
metric Standard Model and in simplified supersymmetric models. Limits are placed in
the mass parameter space of these models.

Zusammenfassung
In der hier vorgelegten Arbeit wird die Suche nach Supersymmetrie in Ereignissen mit
drei Leptonen (Elektronen oder Myonen) und fehlendem Transversalimpuls vorgestellt.
Die Beobachtung eines signifikanten U¨berschusses an Ereignissen mit drei Leptonen
im Endzustand gegenu¨ber der Erwartung aufgrund des Standardmodells wa¨re ein Hin-
weis auf neue Physik. Untersucht wird ein Datensatz einer integrierten Luminosita¨t
L = 2.06fb−1, aufgenommen im Jahr 2011 mit dem ATLAS-Detektor am LHC in Proton-
Proton-Kollisionen bei einer Schwerpunktsenergie
√
s = 7TeV. Besonderes im Blick-
punkt steht dabei die Zusammensetzung des Untergrunds aus Prozessen des Standard-
modells und die Messung von Fehlidentifikationsraten von Elektronen und Myonen. Die
Fehlidentifikationsraten werden aus Monte Carlo Simulationen der Untergrundprozesse
des Standardmodells bestimmt. Fu¨r Elektronen erha¨lt man so Werte zwischen∼ 20% und
∼ 6%, abha¨ngig vom Transversalimpuls und der Pseudorapidita¨t der Elektronen, und fu¨r
Myonen Werte zwischen ∼ 42% und ∼ 10%, abha¨ngig vom Transversalimpuls der My-
onen. Es werden zwei verschiedene Signalregionen untersucht. In der ersten Region ist
die Produktion von Z-Bosonen unterdru¨ckt, wa¨hrend in der zweiten Region das Auftreten
eines Z-Bosons verlangt wird. Die Beobachtung von 32 Ereignissen bei einer Erwartung
aufgrund des Standard Modells von 26± 5 Ereignissen bzw. 95 Ereignissen bei einer
Erwartung von 72± 15 Ereignissen wird in einem phenomenologischen minimalen su-
persymmetrischen Standardmodell und in vereinfachten supersymmetrischen Modellen
interpretiert. In den Massenparameterra¨umen dieser Theorien ko¨nnen Ausschlussgrenzen
festgelegt werden.
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1 Introduction
Understanding the world around us has always been a driving force in scientific progress
for mankind, starting from the ancient times up to today. With many new steps in the di-
rection of a more complete picture, new questions arose, only to be answered and to lead
to yet new questions. One of the aspects of the world around us are the fundamental con-
stituents of matter. While some Greek philosophers thought this to be the four elements
fire, earth, water and air, we have a much deeper understanding of the building blocks of
matter today.
The best description of the elementary particles and their interactions available today is
the Standard Model of Particle Physics (SM). It describes the behaviour of the known
elementary particles, 6 leptons and 6 quarks, and the forces, except for gravity, acting be-
tween these particles through the exchange of gauge bosons. Although the SM has been
tested to great precision in the past decades, a couple of questions remain unanswered
within its framework. One of these questions is how the massive gauge bosons acquire
their masses, since the SM only allows massless exchange particles. The issue can be
solved by introducing the Higgs mechanism. But since no Higgs particle, predicted by
the mechanism, has been observed yet, this theory has not been confirmed. Moreover, the
mass of the Higgs boson depends on contributions from all particles coupling to it with
contributions of sizeable amounts. In order for these contributions to cancel out within
the SM a high level of fine tuning of the theory is necessary.
This fine tuning problem and a couple of other open questions in the SM can be solved by
introducing a new theory that expands the SM, Supersymmetry (SUSY). SUSY is a new
symmetry between bosons and fermions capable of answering many of the open questions
of the SM and also questions beyond, like the composition of the Dark Matter. The theory
predicts many new elementary particles, at least some of which should be detectable at
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) for SUSY to actually solve the fine tuning problem.
A search for SUSY in events with three charged leptons (electrons or muons) and miss-
ing transverse momentum in proton-proton collision data delivered by the LHC and taken
with the ATLAS detector is presented. Several selection criteria are applied to the data
events in order to separate the potential signal from events that are due to processes of
the SM. This search channel presents the advantage of having only few SM processes
contributing to the background.
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This thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter 2 gives a short overview over the theoret-
ical background of the search and the results of previous searches for SUSY. Some of the
problems of the SM are discussed as well as solutions provided by SUSY. The production
mechanisms of SUSY particles and their decays are also discussed. In Chapter 3 a brief
description of the experimental setup is given, i.e. the LHC accelerator and the ATLAS
experiment are introduced. Chapter 4 summarises the general aspects of the analysis,
from the data and Monte Carlo simulated samples that are used to the definition of the
signal regions. In Chapter 5 details of the composition of the SM background are inves-
tigated and the strategy for the prediction of the SM background is presented. Finally,
Chapter 6 shows the final results of the analysis as well as an interpretation of the results
in the context of two different SUSY models.
2 Theoretical Background
2.1 Standard Model
2.1.1 Fundamental Theory
The Standard Model of Particle Physics (SM) is a well established theory. The short
overview given here is based on [1, 2, 3].
The elementary particles and their interactions are described in the framework of a gauge
theory based on the gauge group SU(3)C × SU(2)L ×U(1)Y . All matter consists of
fermionic particles whose interactions are mediated through bosonic particles. The in-
teractions described within the SM are the strong, the weak and the electromagnetic in-
teractions with the latter two unified in the electroweak theory. The fourth fundamental
force, gravity, is not part of the SM.
The force carrier particles are spin 11 gauge bosons. There are 8 massless, electrically
neutral, coloured gluons (they are the only coloured gauge bosons) as mediators of the
strong interaction coupling to coloured particles. The three colours red, green and blue
represent the different charges of the strong interaction. The weak interaction is transmit-
ted by three massive bosons, the electrically neutral Z0 and the two oppositely charged
W+ and W−. These bosons couple to the weak isospin of particles. Finally, the gauge bo-
son of the electromagnetic interaction is the electrically neutral photon (γ) which couples
to the electric charge of particles.
The spin 1/2 fermions are divided into 6 quarks and 6 leptons. Both the quarks and the
leptons are grouped into 3 generations. The first generation contains the up and down
quark for the quarks and the electron and the electrically neutral electron-neutrino for the
leptons. The three generations of quarks and leptons are listed in Table 2.1. While the
quarks are subject to all three fundamental forces described in the SM, the leptons, not
carrying colour, only interact within the electroweak theory.
Each fermion in the SM also has an anti-particle associated to it. The anti-particles differ
from their respective particles in that they have among others opposite electric and colour
charge. Notably, the mass and the spin of a particle and its anti-particle are the same.
11 ~. Natural units are being used throughout this thesis, i.e. ~= 1 and c = 1.
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Table 2.1: The fermions of the SM [4].
Quarks
Generation Name Symbol Charge [e] Mass [MeV]
1
up u +23 1.5 to 3.3
down d −13 3.5 to 6.0
2
charm c +23 104
+26
−34
strange s −13 1.27+0.07−0.11×103
3
top t +23 171.2±2.1×103
bottom b −13 4.20+0.17−0.07×103
Leptons
Generation Name Symbol Charge [e] Mass [MeV]
1
electron e -1 0.511
electron-neutrino νe 0 < 2.2×10−6
2
muon µ -1 105.7
muon-neutrino νµ 0 < 170×10−3
3
tau τ -1 1777.7
tau-neutrino ντ 0 < 15.5
The theory of the strong interaction is called Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) and is
described by the SU(3)C gauge group. It describes the interaction of the particles car-
rying colour charge, i.e. the quarks and the gluons. Since the force carrier particles of
the interaction, the gluons, are colour-charged, they can interact with themselves. This
leads to two very important phenomena of QCD: asymptotic freedom and confinement.
The coupling constant αs of the strong interaction is in fact not a constant but depends
on the square of the momentum transfer (Q2). Moving to very high momentum transfers
and thus small distances, the coupling decreases and vanishes asymptotically. In the limit
Q2 → ∞ quarks can be regarded as free particles, since the coupling to other coloured
objects vanishes. This is called asymptotic freedom. On the other hand, moving to large
distances, the value of the coupling constant αs increases strongly and makes it impossi-
ble to completely separate bound coloured objects. This is called confinement, since the
quarks (and gluons) are confined in bound states (like the proton or the neutron). Confine-
ment is responsible for hadronisation, which in turn determines how quarks and gluons
produced in particle accelerators are observed in experiments. Quarks as well as gluons
are not observed as single free particles, but instead several hadrons close to each other
are observed in a particle jet (usually just called ‘jet’).
The unified theory of the weak and the electromagnetic interaction, the electroweak the-
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ory, combines the two interactions into one theory. It describes the various couplings of
the gauge bosons of the weak interaction and the photon in the gauge group SU(2)L×
U(1)Y .
The electroweak theory has been tested to very great precision in several experiments in
the past decades and has been found to very accurately describe the experimental find-
ings. But the theory in itself contains only massless gauge bosons (massive gauge bosons
would break the gauge principle), whereas the Z0 and W bosons are known to be massive.
This contradiction can be solved by the Higgs mechanism. Through the principle of spon-
taneous symmetry breaking the gauge bosons obtain a mass while preserving the gauge
principle of the electroweak theory. The Higgs mechanism also predicts a new scalar
particle, the Higgs boson, which has not been discovered yet. It also offers a way to gen-
erate the masses of the quarks and leptons through a Yukawa coupling to the Higgs boson.
2.1.2 Remaining Challenges of the SM
Despite the huge success of the SM in describing the fundamental interactions between
particles, a number of questions remain unanswered. The goal of any new theory of el-
ementary particles or any extension of the existing theory should be to answer at least a
part of these questions. This section gives a short overview of some of the inconsistencies
within the SM.
The Higgs mechanism, providing the electroweak symmetry breaking, has not been con-
firmed yet. Searches for the Higgs boson performed in accelerator experiments have only
been able to constrain the mass of a potential Higgs boson but have not shown significant
evidence for the existence of the particle [5, 6].
Furthermore many parameters of the SM are free parameters without any theoretical pre-
diction. Examples of these would be the mass of the Higgs boson as well as the masses
of the quarks and leptons, but also the coupling strengths of the electromagnetic, weak
and strong forces. These couplings depend on the energy. For the strong and the weak
interaction the coupling constants become smaller with increasing energy whereas the
electromagnetic coupling becomes larger. Grand Unified Theories (GUTs) describe the
three fundamental forces of the SM in one theory. At an energy scale of MGUT∼ 1016 GeV
the couplings reach the same strength. This is not exact within the SM as is shown in Fig-
ure 2.1. Also, the reason for the very large difference between the GUT scale and the
energy scale of the electroweak unification (MW ∼ 102 GeV) is unknown and referred to
as the hierarchy problem.
The hierarchy problem also affects the Higgs mechanism. Electroweak precision mea-
surements predict a Higgs mass of mH = O(100GeV). But this value gets contributions
through loop corrections from all particles coupling to the Higgs boson. These correc-
tions are in the order of magnitude of the validity of the electroweak theory. For these
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Figure 2.1: Evolution of the inverse of the coupling constants in the SM (left) and the MSSM
(right) [8].
contributions to cancel out a high level of fine tuning is necessary (‘fine tuning problem’).
Another phenomenon that cannot be explained in the framework of the SM is the observa-
tion of a sizeable amount of cold dark matter in the universe [7]. None of the SM particles
has properties that could explain the observed dark matter.
2.2 Supersymmetry
Supersymmetry (SUSY) is a promising theory for an extension of the SM. The successful
parts of the SM are easily incorporated into the theory while many of the yet not under-
stood components find an explanation. This description of SUSY is based on [9, 10].
SUSY is a symmetry between bosons and fermions. Each particle in the SM is predicted
to possess a supersymmetric partner (‘superpartner’) with a spin different by 1/2 from that
of the SM particle. The superpartners of the fermions are called ‘sfermions’ and have spin
0, while the superpartners of the (gauge) bosons are called ‘gauginos’ and have spin 1/2.
The superpartners of the Higgs particles (there are more than one Higgs particle in SUSY)
are called ‘higgsinos’ and also have spin 1/2. This naming convention is also applied to
the individual particles. The partner of the electron is called ‘selectron’, the partner of the
Z boson is called ‘zino’, etc.
The SM particles and their superpartners (‘sparticles’) should not differ in any other way
than in their spin. Especially the masses of the sparticles would be identical to that of their
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SM counterparts and at least some (e.g. the massless photino or the very light selectron)
should have been detected in experiments by now, which is not the case. This implies that
SUSY, if it actually exists, is a broken symmetry.
In a supersymmetric extension of the SM the fine tuning problem of the Higgs mechanism
is solved. The sparticles also contribute to the Higgs mass through loop corrections, but
with the opposite sign compared to their respective SM partners. Therefore the contribu-
tions cancel out and solve the fine tuning problem.
As shown in Figure 2.1, SUSY enables the unification of the gauge couplings at an energy
scale of 1016 GeV. This cannot be achieved within the SM alone.
2.2.1 The MSSM
The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) is the simplest supersymmetric
extension of the SM. It is minimal with respect to the number of new elementary particles
added to those of the SM. Each SM particle is assigned one superpartner, while the Higgs
sector contains two chiral supermultiplets, giving masses to the up-type quarks, and the
down-type quarks and charged leptons, respectively.
In order to eliminate lepton number and baryon number violating processes, which are in
principle allowed within the MSSM and often lead to a decay of the proton with a very
short lifetime, a new symmetry, R-parity, is introduced2. It is formulated as a multiplica-
tive quantum number and takes the form:
R = (−1)3(B−L)+2S, (2.1)
where B is the baryon number, L is the lepton number and S is the spin of a particle. One
can easily convince oneself that R =+1 for all SM particles and R =−1 for all sparticles.
R-parity conservation implies that sparticles can only be produced in pairs and that they
decay into a SM particle and another (lighter) sparticle (or, more generally, any number
of SM particles and an odd number of sparticles). This in turn means that the lightest
sparticle (LSP) is stable, highlighting another feature of SUSY, which is to provide an
explanation for the cold dark matter in the universe as a relic density of stable LSPs.
Table 2.2 lists the mass eigenstates of the particles of the MSSM. The superpartners of the
charged and the neutral bosons each mix to form the mass eigenstates called charginos
and neutralinos, respectively. The squarks and sleptons, having a spin of 0, are not left
or right-handed themselves, but are the superpartners of either left or right-handed SM
particles. The Higgs sector comprises two complex doublets with a total of 5 observable
particles, while the other degrees of freedom are absorbed in the Higgs mechanism to give
the weak gauge bosons their masses.
2Some SUSY models avoid the proton decay while allowing R-parity violation. These models are not
discussed here.
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Table 2.2: The mass eigenstates of the MSSM.
Particle Notation Spin Sparticle Notation Spin
left-handed quark qL 12 ‘left-handed’ squark q˜L 0
right-handed quark qR 12 ‘right-handed’ squark q˜R 0
left-handed lepton lL 12 ‘left-handed’ slepton l˜L 0
right-handed lepton lR 12 ‘right-handed’ slepton l˜R 0
gluon g 1 gluino g˜ 12
W bosons W± 1
charginos χ˜±1,2 12charged Higgs H± 0
Z boson Z0 1
neutralinos χ˜01,2,3,4 12photon γ 1
neutral Higgs H0, h0, A0 0
As mentioned before, SUSY has to be a broken symmetry. In order to preserve the advan-
tages of the theory while explaining the splitting of the masses of the SM particles and the
SUSY particles, a symmetry breaking term is added to the supersymmetric Lagrangian.
This is called ‘soft’ SUSY breaking:
L = LSUSY +Lso f t , (2.2)
where LSUSY is the SUSY conserving part of the Lagrangian that describes the particles
and couplings of the SM, while Lso f t is the SUSY breaking part. LSUSY contains the three
gauge couplings, one Higgs mass parameter and Yukawa couplings of the quarks and lep-
tons and their SUSY partners to the Higgs bosons and the higgsinos. Lso f t contains the
masses of the gauginos, trilinear scalar couplings, mass terms for the squarks and sleptons
and additional Higgs mass parameters.
This soft SUSY breaking introduces 105 new free parameters to the theory. This high
number of free parameters makes it difficult to develop viable SUSY models that can be
tested in experiments. The parameters themselves are already constrained by observa-
tions like the actual mass of the Z boson, the amount of CP-violation or the magnitude
of flavour changing neutral currents. In order to make phenomenological analyses possi-
ble, a number of phenomenologically reasonable assumptions can be made to reduce the
number of free parameters of the MSSM. One such phenomenological model is presented
in Section 2.2.4.
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2.2.2 Production of SUSY Particles
The most important production mode for sparticles at the LHC is via the strong interac-
tion. Several Feynman diagrams in Figure 2.2 illustrate possible production processes of
squarks and gluinos. The direct production of weakly interacting sparticles, i.e. charginos,
neutralinos and sleptons, is suppressed compared to the production of strongly coupling
sparticles, unless these sparticles are too heavy to be produced. Some examples of this
direct production via quark-antiquark interactions are given in Figure 2.3. Figure 2.4
shows the production cross sections at next-to-leading order for various sparticle pairs at
the LHC.
The direct production of weakly interacting particles can become dominant when the mass
spectrum of the considered model has squarks and gluinos that are too heavy to be pro-
duced at the available energies (currently at most 7TeV at the LHC, see Chapter 3).
Figure 2.2: Gluino and squark production through gluon-gluon and quark-gluon interaction [9].
2.2.3 Decay of SUSY Particles and Experimental Signatures
For the discovery of SUSY in particle accelerators, it is crucial to understand the possible
decay modes of sparticles. This section (and the entire thesis) assumes that the LSP is the
lightest neutralino as well as R-parity conservation.
In general, sparticles decay to a lighter sparticle and a SM particle. If there is no kine-
matically allowed decay (e.g. all squarks are heavier than the gluinos) an appropriate
three-body decay occurs. These will not be mentioned for all sparticles in this section.
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Figure 2.3: Gaugino and slepton production through quark-antiquark interaction [9].
Gluinos. The main decay of gluinos is to a quark and a squark. The quark hadronises and
forms a jet that can be seen in the detector. The squark decays further.
Squarks. The dominant decay of squarks is into a quark (forming a jet) and a gluino
through the strong interaction. Another possible decay for squarks is into a quark and a
chargino or a neutralino through the electroweak interaction.
Charginos and Neutralinos. Since charginos and neutralinos are superpositions of the
superpartners of the electroweak gauge bosons and the Higgs bosons, they share the
couplings of these. Possible two-body decays include decays into squark-quark pairs,
slepton-lepton pairs and electroweak gauge bosons and a lighter chargino or neutralino:
• χ˜0i → Z0 + χ˜0j
• χ˜0i →W±+ χ˜∓j
• χ˜0i → l + l˜
• χ˜0i → ν+ ν˜
• χ˜±i → Z0 + χ˜±j
• χ˜±i →W±+ χ˜0j
• χ˜±i → l + ν˜
• χ˜±i → ν+ l˜
The electroweak gauge bosons decay as usual according to their SM couplings, yield-
ing either jets or leptons as signatures in the detector. The directly produced leptons in
the decays can be detected as such, while the eventually produced LSP, a neutralino, es-
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Figure 2.4: Next-to-leading order production cross sections of sparticles at the LHC [11].
capes the detector undetected. The only way it is visible in a collision is through the
momentum balance, that seems to not be preserved.
Sleptons. Sleptons can decay into a lepton and a chargino or a neutralino. Under the
assumption that the LSP is the lightest neutralino, the decay of sleptons into a lepton and
the LSP is kinematically allowed.
In summary, most sparticles have several different decay modes. The decay of a sparticle
always yields a new sparticle, which then decays further until an LSP is produced. In
these decays a long cascade of sparticles can be produced, yielding an experimental sig-
nature with possibly several jets, possibly several leptons and missing momentum. The
study presented here aims at signatures with three charged leptons and some amount of
missing (transverse) momentum.
2.2.4 Phenomenological MSSM
The phenomenological MSSM (pMSSM [12]) is an MSSM where several assumptions
are made in order to reduce the huge number of free parameters. These assumptions are:
• SUSY does not introduce a new source of CP-violation;
• No flavour changing neutral currents are introduced at tree level;
• Universality of the first and second generation of sfermions at low energy.
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This set of assumptions allows the number of free parameters to be greatly reduced. The
masses of the charginos and the neutralinos depend on the gaugino mass parameters M1
and M2, the Higgs mass parameter |µ| and on the ratio of the vacuum expectation values
of the two Higgs doublets, tanβ.
The value tanβ = 6 is chosen for the interpretation of the results of the present analy-
sis. This choice does not greatly affect the phenomenology discussed in this thesis. The
gluinos, squarks and left-handed sleptons are all chosen to be heavy in comparison to the
other sparticles in order to avoid their production. The masses of the right-handed slep-
tons are all assumed be ml˜R = (mχ˜02 +mχ˜01)/2.
With this set of parameters and assumptions, the sparticles that can be produced are gaug-
inos and right-handed sleptons with favoured decay modes according to the electroweak
decays outlined in the last section. This ensures a rather high number of leptons in the
final state, e.g. three leptons as investigated in this analysis.
2.2.5 Simplified Models
A different approach to phenomenologically accessible SUSY models than the pMSSM
are the simplified models. They are made in a way that they contain the minimal particle
content necessary to produce SUSY-like events with the final states of interest. The only
free parameters are the masses of the relevant sparticles. All sparticles that are not rele-
vant to the final state or the production mechanism of interest are set to an inaccessibly
high mass, i.e. several TeV.
For this analysis a model producing multilepton final states is investigated, with wino-like
χ˜±1 and χ˜
0
2, bino-like χ˜
0
1, sneutrinos and sleptons. The mass degenerate χ˜
±
1 and χ˜
0
2 decay
into left-handed sleptons and sneutrinos with a branching fraction of 50% to each, since
the masses are set equal: mν˜ = ml˜L = (mχ˜01 +mχ˜±1 )/2. The sleptons and sneutrinos then
decay further into the lightest neutralino, which is the LSP. This gives rise to final states
with several leptons and missing (transverse) momentum.
2.2.6 Constraints on Supersymmetry
Many searches for SUSY have been conducted at previous and present accelerator exper-
iments. These searches have not led to a discovery of SUSY or any of the new particles
predicted by the theory. Instead, limits on the cross sections for the production of sparti-
cles and their masses are set in various models.
One SUSY model that is very popular for the setting of limits is the minimal supergrav-
ity model (mSUGRA). Through a number of assumptions, including assumptions on the
SUSY breaking mechanism, the number of free parameters is reduced from 105 to 5:
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• m0, the scalar mass parameter determining the sfermion masses and the mass squared
parameters of the Higgs;
• m 1
2
, the gaugino mass parameter determining the gaugino masses;
• A0, the trilinear coupling parameter;
• tanβ, the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs doublets;
• sgnµ, the sign of the Higgs mass parameter µ.
Figure 2.5(a) shows limits in the mSUGRA parameter space set by the experiments at
the Tevatron [13] and at LEP [14]. At LEP, an upper bound on the mass of the lighter
chargino was set to mχ˜±1 > 103.5GeV [14]. Figure 2.5(b) shows a limit set by an ATLAS
analysis searching for SUSY in final states with jets and missing transverse momentum
[15], that greatly expands the limits previously set. The figure also nicely illustrates the
dependence of the gluino and squark masses on the parameters m 1
2
and m0, respectively.
The limits set by a previous ATLAS analysis in the simplified model scenario also con-
sidered in this analysis is shown in Figure 2.6 [16]. Chargino masses up to 200GeV are
excluded for large mass differences to the LSP.
(a) Limits in the mSUGRA plane by the D0 collabo-
ration [13].
(b) ATLAS limit in the mSUGRA plane [15].
Figure 2.5: Limits in the mSUGRA scenario by LEP and Tevatron experiments (a) and ATLAS (b).
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Figure 2.6: Limit set by an ATLAS analysis in a simplified model scenario [16].
3 LHC and ATLAS
3.1 The Large Hadron Collider
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [17] is a proton-proton collider located at CERN1 near
Geneva in Switzerland (Figure 3.1). It has been in operation since March 2010, collid-
ing protons at a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 7TeV. The LHC is installed in the same
tunnel with a circumference of about 27 km as the former particle accelerator LEP (Large
Electron Positron Collider) which was in operation from 1989 to 2000. At LEP, electrons
and positrons were collided at a centre-of-mass energy of up to
√
s≈ 209GeV, limited by
synchrotron radiation. However, synchrotron radiation is not a limitation for the acceler-
ation of protons at the LHC because of the relatively high proton mass (mp ≈ 2000me).
The design centre-of-mass energy of the LHC is
√
s = 14TeV with a design instantaneous
luminosity of L = 1 · 1034 cm−2s−1. In October 2011 the peak instantaneous luminosity
reached by the LHC was L≈ 3.6 ·1033cm−2s−1. Figure 4.1 shows the development of the
luminosity in 2011.
In order to reach the final energy of 3.5TeV per beam in 2011 (4TeV per beam in 2012)
the protons are pre-accelerated before being injected into the oppositely circulating vac-
uum pipes of the LHC. The superconducting beam bending magnets operating with a
magnetic field of B > 8T (for a beam energy of 7TeV) are cooled with superfluid helium
to a temperature below 2 K. The protons are collected in bunches of 1011 particles with
a spacing of currently 50 ns between the bunches (the design bunch spacing is 25 ns). It
has to be noted that this spacing is not continuous around the ring. Instead, the bunches
are organised in ‘bunch trains’ of several bunches with a bunch separation of 50 ns. Two
bunch trains are then separated by at least one empty bunch. Due to this structure of the
bunches each crossing of two bunches with specific locations within the bunch train struc-
ture can be assigned a fixed bunch crossing ID (BCID).
An upgrade of the LHC is planned in a long shutdown in 2013. Then, from 2014 on, the
LHC is planned to operate at the design characteristics.
One of the main goals of the LHC is the discovery of the Higgs boson and of new physics
1Conseil Europe´en pour la Recherche Nucle´aire, which was the original name. Today, the acronym is
still in use, although the name was changed to European Organization for Nuclear Research.
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Figure 3.1: The LHC at CERN [18]. The locations of the four large experiments as well as the
pre-accelerator ring SPS (Super Proton Synchrotron) are shown.
beyond the SM. These and other searches are performed at 4 particle detectors, ATLAS
(A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS), CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid), ALICE (A Large Ion
Collider Experiment) and LHCb. ATLAS and CMS are large multi-purpose detectors, the
ALICE experiment is designed to study the quark gluon plasma in collisions of lead ions
(which are performed in addition to the proton-proton collisions) and the LHCb experi-
ment focuses on the physics of B-mesons.
3.2 The ATLAS Experiment
The ATLAS detector [19, 20] (Figure 3.2) with its length of 44 m, diameter of 25 m and
a weight of around 7000 t is the largest particle detector at the LHC. The concentric ar-
rangement of its cylindrical subdetectors around the beam axis of the LHC and the per-
pendicular orientation of the subdetectors in the endcap region allow particle detection in
a wide range of space. The three main detector groups in ATLAS, from the innermost to
the outermost, are:
• Inner Detector: Measurement of the charge and the momentum of charged particles;
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Figure 3.2: Schematic illustration of the ATLAS detector [18].
• Calorimeters: Subdivided into an electromagnetic calorimeter and a hadronic cal-
orimeter, this subdetector identifies electrons, photons and hadrons and measures
their energy;
• Muon Spectrometer: Measurement of muon charge and momentum.
3.2.1 Coordinate System
The ATLAS experiment uses a right handed coordinate system as shown in Figure 3.3.
The origin of the coordinate system is chosen to be at the centre of the detector, i.e. at the
interaction point. The z-axis points along the LHC accelerator ring, the x-axis towards the
middle of the ring and the y-axis upwards. The azimuthal angle φ is defined in the plane
perpendicular to the beam axis with φ= 0 corresponding to the positive x-axis. The polar
angle θ is defined with respect to the z-axis (tanθ= rz with r =
√
x2 + y2). Instead of the
polar angel θ the pseudorapidity η is more commonly used. It is defined as
η=− ln(tan θ
2
) (3.1)
and has the advantage that the difference of two pseudorapidities is invariant under Lorentz
boosts along the z-direction.
Two further important values are the transverse momentum pT and the distance in the
η-φ-plane ∆R. The transverse momentum of a particle is the projection of the momentum
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Figure 3.3: The ATLAS coordinate system [21].
of the particle onto the plane perpendicular to the beam axis. The distance ∆R between
two particles in the η-φ-plane is defined as
∆R =
√
∆η2 +∆φ2 (3.2)
3.2.2 Magnet System
Magnetic fields inside the tracking detectors of ATLAS are important for the charge and
momentum measurement of charged particles. The trajectories of these particles are bent
in the magnetic fields.
The ATLAS magnet system is composed of a central solenoid and a toroid.
• The superconducting central solenoid has a length of 5.3 m and a radius of 1.2 m.
Surrounding the Inner Detector (Section 3.2.3), it deflects charged particles in the
plane perpendicular to the beam axis. The field strength varies between 2 T at the
interation point and 0.5 T at the outermost part of the Inner Detector.
• The toroid magnets provide the magnetic field for the Muon Spectrometer (Sec-
tion 3.2.5). With its eight superconducting toroidal air coils in the barrel region and
two additional toroids with eight coils each in the two end-cap-regions the toroid
magnet system generates a magnetic field with an average field strength of 0.6 T.
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3.2.3 Inner Detector
The Inner Detector (Figure 3.4) has a length of 6.2 m and a diameter of 2.1 m and is lo-
cated closest to the interaction point. In the magnetic field provided by the central solenoid
(Section 3.2.2) charged particles are deflected and particle momenta are measured with
great precision. The Inner Detector consists of three subdetectors:
• The pixel detector is made of 1744 identical pixel sensors. A pixel sensor has
46080 pixels with a nominal pixel size of 50× 400µm2. In the barrel part of the
pixel detector the pixel sensors are arranged in three cylindrical layers whereas
there are three disks of pixel sensors in the endcap regions. The pixel detector
has a resolution of 10µm in the Rφ-plane and 115µm in the z-direction [20] and
allows the measurement of three points along the track of a particle. Being the
subdetector closest to the interaction point it is crucial in the measurement of short
lived particles.
• The semiconductor tracker (SCT) has eight layers of silicon strip detectors pro-
viding up to eight additional points along the track of a particle with a resolution of
16µm in the Rφ-plane and 580µm in the z-direction [20]. It contributes to the mea-
surement of particle momenta, impact parameters and vertex positions, covering
the pseudorapidity range of |η|< 2.5.
• The transition radiation tracker (TRT) is the outermost subdetector of the Inner
Detector. It consists of straw tubes filled with a xenon-based gas mixture and mea-
sures on average 36 additional points along a particle track with a resolution of
0.170 mm for tracks with pT > 0.5GeV [20]. Electrons are separated from pions
through the detection of transition radiation.
3.2.4 Calorimeter
The ATLAS calorimeter (Figure 3.5) is made up of two different systems which both
measure the energy of particles through absorption. Both parts are sampling detectors
with full φ-symmetry around the beam axis.
• The Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL), located closer to the beam axis, con-
sists of lead-liquid argon detectors with accordion shape absorbers and electrodes
and covers the pseudorapidity range |η| < 1.475 for the barrel region and 1.375 <
|η| < 3.2 for the endcap region. The transition region 1.37 < |η| < 1.52 between
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Figure 3.4: Schematic illustration of the ATLAS Inner Detector [18].
the barrel and the endcap is referred to as the ‘crack region’. The ECAL has several
active layers and measures the energy of electromagnetically interacting particles,
mainly electrons and photons. While jets and muons may also deposit energy in this
part of the detector they will typically reach the next layer of the detector. After a
particle interaction in the lead plates the resulting particle shower is detected in the
gaps filled with liquid argon (LAr). The energy resolution of the electromagnetic
showers is ∆E/E = 10%/
√
E/GeV [20].
• The Hadronic Calorimeter (HCAL) mainly measures the energy of hadrons. In
the region |η| < 1.7 steel is used as the absorber and scintillator as the active
medium, in the region 1.5 < |η|< 3.2 (hadronic end-cap calorimeter, HEC) copper
and liquid argon are used, while in the region 3.1 < |η| < 4.9 (forward calorime-
ter, FCAL) tungsten and again liquid argon were chosen as material. The energy
resolution of the HCAL is ∆E/E = 50%/
√
E/GeV [20].
3.2.5 Muon Spectrometer
The outermost component of the ATLAS detector is the Muon Spectrometer (MS), de-
picted in Figure 3.6. Since muons are (except for neutrinos which do not interact with
the detector) the only particles passing the Inner Detector and the calorimeters without
decaying or being absorbed, they can be measured in the outer part of the detector.
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Figure 3.5: Schematic illustration of the ATLAS calorimeters [18].
The MS covers the pseudorapidity range |η| < 2.7 for the measurement of muons and
triggers on muons in the range |η| < 2.4. In the largest part of the pseudorapidity the
precision measurement is performed by Monitored Drift Tube chambers (MDTs) with
an average resolution of 80µm per tube and about 35µm per chamber [20]. In the higher
pseudorapidity region 2.0 < |η|< 2.7 Cathode-Strip Chambers (CSCs) are used. CSCs
are multiwire proportional chambers with a resolution of 40µm in the bending plane and
5 mm in the transverse plane [20].
In the barrel region of the detector (|η| ≤ 1.05) Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs) are
used to trigger on muons, whereas in the end-cap region (1.05 ≤ |η| ≤ 2.4) Thin Gap
Chambers (TGCs) are used.
3.2.6 Trigger System
The ATLAS Trigger System (Figure 3.7) is designed to reduce the nominal collision event
rate of 40 MHz to a final rate of 200 Hz that is recorded for analysis. In 2011, the recorded
event rate exceeded the nominal value and was 400 Hz, thus doubling the number of events
ready for analysis. The Trigger System is divided into three levels, L1, L2 and event fil-
ter, with each level using the information provided by the previous level and additional
criteria to refine the trigger decision.
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Figure 3.6: Schematic illustration of the ATLAS Muon Spectrometer [18].
• The L1 trigger analyses the signals of the calorimeters and the MS to identify
Regions-of-Interest (RoIs), i.e. regions of the detector with interesting features.
It uses the trigger chambers of the MS and information from all calorimeters at re-
duced granularity. The event rate is reduced to about 75 kHz in a decision making
process taking less than 2.5µs.
• The L2 trigger uses the RoI information provided by the L1 trigger. Within these
RoI, the full detector information is used at full granularity and precision to further
reduce the event rate to 3.5 kHz in an average time of 40 ms per event.
• The final selection of events is performed in the event filter which uses offline algo-
rithms to reduce the event rate to around 200 Hz.
3.2.7 Computing Model
The computing infrastructure of ATLAS is organized in four distinct levels, the ‘Tiers’,
within the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) [23].
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Figure 3.7: The ATLAS Trigger chain [22].
• The Tier-0 centre, located at CERN, records the raw data from the detector and
runs the first event reconstruction (on a short timescale of 48 hrs) and calibration
and alignment on the raw data. The reconstruction output as well as the raw data is
distributed to the various Tier-1 centres.
• At the Tier-1 centres the reconstruction algorithm is rerun with better calibration
and alignment and more sophisticated algorithms. Each Tier-1 stores and takes
care of a fraction of the raw data and keeps the current versions of the data as well
as the simulation on disk for analysis purposes. The reconstruction output is also
further distributed to the attached Tier-2 centres.
• The main task of the Tier-2 centres is to run analysis and simulation jobs while
keeping current versions of the data and the simulation available on disk.
• Tier-3s provide access to the Grid resources and local storage for end-user data and
range from small computing clusters to the users’ desktop computers.
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3.2.8 Monte Carlo Simulation
Both the reconstruction of the data gathered by the ATLAS detector and the Monte Carlo
(MC) simulation of SM processes and new physics processes is performed within the
ATLAS software framework ATHENA, which is based on the Gaudi framework [24].
The MC event simulation consists of several steps. In the first step, the generation, events
are generated by external MC generators. 4-vectors of all particles in the events and their
vertices are produced. In the next step, the simulation, this information is used to evaluate
the interaction between the generated particles and the detector material. The simulation
is based on Geant4 [25]. In the third step, the digitisation, the response of the detector
based on the simulated interactions is calculated. The type of information that is available
after this step is the same as what can be collected from real data events. The final step
in the production of MC simulated samples is the reconstruction. Using sophisticated
algorithms for the different types of particles and the response information from the digi-
tisation (or the detector information for real data events), the tracks of the particles are
reconstructed.
4 Search for Multilepton SUSY Events
A search for supersymmetry in events with exactly three leptons (only electrons and
muons are considered) and missing transverse momentum is presented. In this chapter
general aspects of the analysis are discussed, e.g. the data and MC samples used, the
selection cuts applied to the objects of interest or the definition of the signal regions.
Several different SM processes can yield events with three leptons and missing transverse
momentum and thus contribute to the background. Two different classes of backgrounds
are distinguished: the irreducible background, consisting of processes with three prompt
and isolated leptons (‘real leptons’), where prompt leptons are leptons originating from
the decays of Z/γ∗ and W bosons or τ leptons, and the reducible background, consisting
of processes with less than three prompt and isolated leptons and at least one non-prompt
or one non-isolated lepton (‘fake lepton’). The most important irreducible background
processes are WZ/γ∗, ZZ/γ∗ and tt¯ +Z/γ∗/W/WW (the latter is referred to as tt¯ +V in
the following). The main reducible backgrounds contributing mostly with one fake lepton
are tt¯, Wt (single top quark production in association with a W boson), Z/γ∗ production in
association with jets and WW production, while W production in association with jets, s-
and t-channel single top quark and multijet production contribute with two or more fake
leptons.
4.1 Data Samples
The analysis presented in this thesis is based on a data sample with an integrated lumi-
nosity of
∫
Ldt = 2.06fb−1 taken in 2011 with the ATLAS detector. The data was taken
from end of March to end of August. Figure 4.1 shows the evolution of the integrated
luminosity as well as the peak instantaneous luminosity per fill in 2011.
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(a) Integrated luminosity (b) Peak instantaneous luminosity
Figure 4.1: Evolution of the integrated luminosity (a) and the peak instantaneous luminosity per
fill (b) in 2011 [26].
4.2 Monte Carlo Samples
Details of the MC simulated samples for the different processes are given in Table 4.1.
The last column gives the cross section of the process and states whether this cross sec-
tion is calculated to leading order (LO), next-to-leading order (NLO) or next-to-next-to-
leading order (NNLO). The k-factor is the factor that is applied to the cross section at LO
to scale it to NLO or NNLO.
The main background processes contributing in the signal regions are the diboson pro-
duction processes WZ and ZZ, both simulated with HERWIG [27], and the tt¯ production
process, simulated with MC@NLO [28]. The bb¯ sample, simulated with PYTHIA [29],
does not constitute a background to the analysis but is used in Chapter 5 when determining
misidentification rates of leptons. The SUSY signal samples used for the interpretation of
the results of the analysis in Chapter 6 were simulated with HERWIG++ [30].
4.3 Trigger Selection
The analysis uses a logical OR of single electron and single muon triggers with trigger
thresholds at ET > 20GeV or ET > 22GeV for electrons, depending on the instantaneous
luminosity, and a trigger threshold of pT > 18GeV for muons. At least one signal lepton
(defined in Section 4.5) with transverse momentum in the efficiency plateau region of the
appropriate trigger is requested. For the electron triggers this plateau region is reached at
ET > 25GeV, while for the muon triggers the plateau region is reached at pT > 20GeV.
In the analysis data and MC are treated differently with respect to the trigger. While for
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Table 4.1: Overview of the different MC simulated samples. Details of the samples are given in
the Appendix A.1. σ denotes the cross section, while the k-factor is the factor applied to scale the
cross section from leading order to next-to-leading order or next-to-next-to-leading order.
Process Generator σ×k-factor [pb]
ZZ
HERWIG [27]
6.21 (NLO)
WZ 19.1 (NLO)
W+W− 43.8 (NLO)
W±W±
MADGRAPH [31]
0.22 (LO)
V γ 165.2 (LO)
tt¯ +V 0.50 (NLO)
tt¯
MC@NLO [28]
89.36 (NNLO)
Single Top 37.34 (NNLO)
Z + jets
ALPGEN [32]
3272.2 (NNLO)
W + jets 32592.3 (NNLO)
Drell-Yan 11970.6 (NNLO)
bb¯ PYTHIA [29] 7056 (LO)
SUSY HERWIG++ [30] various
the data the triggers are used as described above, the trigger simulation is not used for
the MC simulated samples. Instead, the efficiency of the triggers is determined from data
and parameterised in several variables. These trigger efficiencies are expressed as event
weights that are applied to the MC events.
4.4 Event Quality Selection
For an event to be selected for further analysis it has to satisfy a number of quality criteria.
• In general, the ATLAS detector has to be fully operational for events to be consid-
ered for the analysis.
• In order to suppress events potentially containing jets caused by instrumental ef-
fects, events are rejected whenever such a jet candidate is found. The definition of
such jets is described in Section 4.5. This selection is only performed on data.
• The leading primary vertex of each event is required to have more than four tracks
associated to it.
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• Noise bursts in the calorimeter can lead to wrong measurements of various objects
(e.g. jets or missing transverse momentum). Therefore data events with noise bursts
in the LAr calorimeter are rejected.
• Cosmic muons can be detected by the ATLAS detector. Since these muons are
not part of the relevant signature and can also lead to mismeasurements, events
containing cosmic muons are rejected. They are identified after overlap removal
(Section 4.6) as muons having a longitudinal impact parameter |z0| > 1mm or a
transverse impact parameter |d0| > 0.2mm, both measured with respect to the pri-
mary vertex.
• Events with potentially mismeasured muons are rejected.
4.5 Object Definitions
This section summarises the characteristics of electrons, muons, jets and missing trans-
verse momentum as they are used in the analysis.
Electrons.
• Transverse energy1 ET > 10GeV (15GeV in the ‘crack region’ 1.37< |ηcl|< 1.52).
In MC the energy is smeared in order to reproduce the energy resolution observed
in data.
• Pseudorapidity |ηcl| < 2.47. ηcl is the pseudorapidity of the calorimeter cluster
associated with the electron as opposed to ηtr which denotes the pseudorapidity of
the ID track associated with the electron.
• Electrons are requested to be reconstructed at least with the ‘medium’ selection,
which includes information about the shower shape in the EM calorimeter, energy
leakage into the hadronic calorimeters, track quality requirements and track-cluster
matching [33, 34].
• Electrons are rejected if they are detected in regions of the electromagnetic calorim-
eter where the signal cannot be read due to dead optical transmitters or calorimeter
problems.
At this stage electrons are required to have a spatial separation from other electrons, jets
and muons as described in Section 4.6. Electrons also passing this overlap removal are
defined as ‘baseline’ electrons. ‘Signal’ electrons need to satisfy additional criteria:
1For electrons, ET and pT are used synonymously.
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• Track based isolation pTcone20/pT < 0.1, where pTcone20 is the total transverse
momentum of all tracks with transverse momentum pT > 1GeV in a cone ∆R≤ 0.2
around the electron.
• ‘Tight’ requirement according to [34] (tighter cuts than for ‘medium’ electrons are
applied in the reconstruction).
Muons.
• Muons are reconstructed by the STACO (STAtistical COmbination) algorithm. The
analysis uses muons that have a muon spectrometer track matching an inner detector
track (combined muons) and muons that are identified through an ID seed (segment
tagged muons) [35].
• Transverse momentum pT > 10GeV. In MC the transverse momentum is smeared
in order to reproduce the resolution observed in data [36].
• Pseudorapidity |η|< 2.4. This corresponds to the pseudorapidity range of the muon
triggers.
• Quality requirements are imposed on the track of the muon (e.g. number of hits in
the different parts of the ID).
Muons passing these selection criteria and having the required spatial separation from
electrons, jets and other muons according to Section 4.6 are defined as ‘baseline’ muons.
‘Signal’ muons additionally need to pass the isolation cut pTcone20 < 1.8GeV.
Jets.
• Jets are reconstructed by the anti-kT jet algorithm [37] with a distance parameter
∆R = 0.4. The calorimeters measure the energy at the electromagnetic (EM) scale,
which systematically underestimates the energy deposits of hadrons. This is cor-
rected by scaling the measured electromagnetic scale momenta with a jet-energy
scale correction as a function of pEMT,jet and |ηjet|. This is optimised on MC simu-
lated samples [38].
• Transverse momentum pT > 20GeV.
• Pseudorapidity |η|< 2.8.
Jets fulfilling these criteria are then checked for their spatial separation from electrons and
muons as laid out in Section 4.6.
Events containing jets that are likely to be due to instrumental background or background
due to cosmic muons are rejected [39].
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Jets with a pseudorapidity |η| < 2.5 are further classified as b-jet candidates or light jets
using a b-tagging algorithm (‘IP3D+JetFitter’ in [40]). The average b-tagging efficiency
of the operating point used in the analysis is ∼ 60%, while the mistag rate of light flavour
jets is smaller than 1% [40].
Missing transverse momentum.
Noise suppressed topological clusters calibrated to the relevant scale [41, 42] and the
muons passing the muon selection cuts are used to calculate the missing transverse mo-
mentum 6ET (or EmissT ).
6Ex,y = Eex,y +E jetsx,y +Eclx,y +Eµx,y (4.1)
6ET =
√
6Ex2 + 6Ey2 (4.2)
where the electron term Ee(x,y) is calculated using electrons passing the medium selection
having ET > 10GeV; the jet term E
jets
(x,y) is calculated with properly calibrated jets with
pT > 20GeV; the cell out term Ecl(x,y) covers all remaining topological clusters not as-
sociated with electrons or jets at EM scale; the muon term Eµ(x,y) is calculated using all
baseline muons. Each of these terms is calculated separately for the barrel, the endcap
and the forward region of the ATLAS detector.
4.6 Overlap Removal
‘Overlap removal’ summarises two aspects of the object selection that are similar in their
implementation but are performed for different reasons.
One of the aspects is the removal of objects that are overlapping due to a double counting
of objects by the reconstruction algorithms. In this case only one of the two objects is an
actual object while the other is an artefact of the reconstruction mechanism. This concerns
electrons and jets, that are both reconstructed as jets by the jet algorithms. Therefore, any
jet that is found to be closer than ∆R(e, jet)< 0.2 to an electron after applying the object
selection criteria is discarded. It can also happen that an electron is erroneously recon-
structed twice. In order to reject the second electron, whenever two electrons are found
within ∆R(e1,e2)< 0.1, the electron with the lower energy is discarded.
The other aspect is the spatial separation of two objects. Leptons can arise from the
semileptonic decay of b or c quarks inside a jet. These leptons should in general be re-
jected by the isolation requirements described in Section 4.5 but a sizeable contribution
of leptons inside jets passing the isolation requirements can be seen. Electrons and muons
are thus required to be separated from jets by more than ∆R(lep, jet) = 0.4. Muons and
electrons are also seen to overlap in the detector when a muon emits bremsstrahlung and
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the resulting photon is misidentified as an electron. Both objects are rejected in this case
if they overlap within ∆R(µ,e)< 0.1 as both are likely to be badly reconstructed.
4.7 MC Event Weights
The MC events have to be reweighted to account for differences observed with respect to
the data.
Lepton Identification Efficiency The electron and muon reconstruction efficiency seen
in data and MC is different. Therefore, for each electron and muon, an ET/pT- and η-
dependent scale factor needs to be applied to each MC event to correct for these differ-
ences.
The b-tagging efficiency and mis-tag rate of light flavour jets is also observed to be dif-
ferent between data and MC. Each selected jet with |η| < 2.5 is thus assigned a pT- and
η-dependent scale factor that is used to correct the MC event weight. The true particle
information of the MC simulation is used to determine the flavour of the jets in MC [40].
Pileup The term pileup can be separated into two effects, in-time pileup and out-of-time
pileup. In-time pileup is caused by multiple proton-proton interactions in the same bunch
crossing as several hard interactions can occur in one crossing of the beams. This type
of pileup was dominant in the early stages of data taking (2010) and the number of re-
constructed vertices in an event was used as a measure of the in-time pileup. Out-of-time
pileup denotes the detector activity caused by earlier bunch crossings. This pileup became
increasingly relevant in the 2011 data taking as the bunch separation was reduced to 50 ns.
This type of pileup is not well described by the number of reconstructed vertices but the
average number of pileup interactions <µ> is used instead. <µ> is a measure of the
expected average number of proton-proton collisions per event and is directly correlated
to the instantaneous luminosity. The MC simulated samples described in Section 4.2 were
planned to describe the data to be taken in 2011 but had to be generated before the data
taking. At that time the actual pileup conditions in the data were unknown. Therefore
the simulation of the pileup conditions was chosen to cover a range as wide as possible.
This is parameterised in <µ>. Unfortunately the distribution of <µ> in MC is much
broader than in data as shown in Figure 4.2. Therefore an event weight needs to be applied
to each MC event, in a way that after reweighting all events in a MC simulated sample
the distributions of <µ> in MC and in data are the same. This is referred to as ‘pileup
reweighting’.
Two different measures of µ are used in data:
• The first method uses the < µ> |LB,BCID value averaged over all bunch crossing
IDs (BCIDs) in the luminosity block (LB). This method is better suited to take
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Figure 4.2: Distributions of < µ> in data and MC before pileup reweighting for an integrated
luminosity
∫
Ldt = 2.06 f b−1 normalised to unity.
into account out-of-time pileup. It is used as the nominal method for the pileup
reweighting.
• The second method uses the <µ> |LB(BCID) value per BCID averaged across the
LBs in a run. This better describes the in-time pileup and is used to determine the
systematic effects introduced by the procedure.
4.8 Preselection
In order to suppress Drell-Yan processes and decays of low-mass particles (e.g. ϒ and
J/Ψ), same flavour opposite sign (SFOS) baseline lepton pairs with an invariant mass
mll < 20GeV are discarded from the events. This selection is performed after all quality
and trigger requirements. Events satisfying all selections outlined in this chapter are said
to pass the preselection if they also contain at least three signal leptons (unless otherwise
specified ‘leptons’ from here on are always meant to be ‘signal leptons’). This selection
region is also referred to as the ‘baseline signal region’.
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4.9 Signal and Control Regions
The main signature investigated in this analysis is the pair production of neutralinos and
charginos. Especially the next-to-lightest neutralino can decay to the lightest neutralino
either directly with an on-shell or off-shell Z boson (depending on the mass difference of
the neutralinos) or via a slepton. In both cases a SFOS lepton pair is produced. Therefore,
after the preselection, signal events are required to contain exactly three leptons and at
least one SFOS lepton pair. In order to be sensitive to both decay modes, two orthogonal
signal regions with exactly three leptons are defined:
• Z-depleted signal region (SR1)
– at least one SFOS lepton pair;
– 6ET > 50GeV;
– Z veto (reject events with a SFOS lepton pair with an invariant mass within
10GeV of the Z boson mass, mZ = 91.2GeV is used);
– b-jet veto (reject events containing at least one b-tagged jet).
• Z-enriched signal region (SR2)
– Z boson requirement (at least one SFOS lepton pair with an invariant mass
within 10GeV of the Z boson mass);
– 6ET > 50GeV.
The cut on the missing transverse momentum is motivated by the presence of a stable LSP
at the end of each SUSY decay chain, typically resulting in a sizeable amount of missing
transverse momentum. The b-jet veto applied to SR1 helps to contain the background
from the tt¯ process by reducing it by 50%. Table 4.2 summarises the events from MC
simulated samples passing the different cuts for the SM background processes relevant to
the analysis and one SUSY reference point from the simplified model scenario.
In addition to the signal regions three control regions are defined. The first two con-
trol regions are used to validate the final background estimate and are dominated by two
different SM processes:
• Z + jets dominated control region (VR1)
– pass preselection;
– exactly three signal leptons;
– 30GeV < 6ET < 50GeV.
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• tt¯ dominated control region (VR2)
– pass preselection;
– exactly three signal leptons;
– no SFOS lepton pair;
– 6ET > 50GeV.
The third control region, denoted CR1, is used to study a discrepancy between the ob-
served data and the MC simulation presented in Section 5.2. The requirements in this
control region are:
• pass preselection;
• at least three signal leptons (events with more than 3 leptons are negligible as shown
in Figure A.1 in the appendix);
• 6ET < 50GeV.
Table 4.2: Numbers of events for SM processes and one SUSY reference point at different stages
of the event selection. The quoted uncertainties are statistical only. The irreducible background
processes are tt¯+V , WZ, and ZZ, while all other are reducible background processes. All numbers
are normalised to
∫
Ldt = 2.06 f b−1. ‘SUSY ref. point’ refers to one SUSY point in the simplified
model scenario with parameters mχ˜±1 ,mχ˜02 ,ml˜L ,mχ˜01 = 150,150,100,50GeV.
SR1 SR2
Selection exactly 3 l SFOS 6ET > 50GeV Z veto b-jet veto With Z 6ET > 50GeV
SUSY ref. point 294±8 293±8 180±6 124±5 122±5 101±5 55.4±3.5
tt¯ 48.3±1.6 34.2±1.3 22.6±1.1 19.3±1.0 9.4±0.7 5.5±0.5 3.3±0.4
Single t 3.9±0.7 3.6±0.6 2.2±0.4 1.9±0.4 1.5±0.4 0.26±0.15 0.26±0.15
tt¯ +V 7.37±0.22 6.45±0.20 4.41±0.17 1.69±0.11 0.38±0.05 4.22±0.16 2.72±0.13
ZZ 33.3±1.0 32.9±1.0 4.12±0.33 0.75±0.15 0.70±0.15 27.3±0.9 3.37±0.30
WZ 192±5 190±5 69.2±2.9 10.7±1.2 10.6±1.2 159±4.4 58.4±2.7
WW 0.24±0.08 0.22±0.08 0.11±0.05 0.09±0.05 0.09±0.05 0.043±0.030 0.021±0.021
V γ 50±7 50±7 0±1.3 0±1.3 0±1.3 15±4 0±1.3
Z + jets 364±14 363±14 2.3±0.9 1.0±0.7 1.0±0.7 248±11 1.2±0.6
W + jets 2.5±2.5 2.5±2.5 0±1.4 0±1.4 0±1.4 0±1.4 0±1.4
DY 7.2±3.2 7.2±3.2 0±0.16 0±0.09 0±0.09 0±0.09 0±0.09
Σ red. bkg. 426±15 411±15 27.2±2.1 22.3±1.9 12.0±1.8 254±11 4.8±1.6
Σ irred. bkg. 283±9 279±9 77.7±10.2 13.1±1.8 11.7±1.8 206±6 64.5±3.0
Σ SM 709±17 690±17 105±4 35.5±2.6 23.7±2.5 459±12 69.3±3.4
5 Standard Model Background
5.1 Classification of the Background
Two different types of SM background processes are distinguished and treated differently
in the analysis.
The first type of background processes are the irreducible background processes. These
processes contain three prompt and isolated (‘real’) leptons from the decays of W bosons
and Z bosons (and photons). For the modelling of these background processes the predic-
tion of the MC simulation is used. The dominant background contributions estimated in
this way are the WZ/γ∗, ZZ/γ∗ and tt¯ +V processes.
The second type of background processes are the reducible background processes. The
common characteristic of these processes is the presence of at least one ‘fake’ lepton. The
term ‘fake lepton’ comprises two different categories of objects. The first are non-prompt
leptons, mainly leptons from the semileptonic decay of b quarks, but also electrons from
photon conversions. The second are jets that are misidentified as leptons. The background
processes containing fake leptons are predicted using the data-driven matrix method (as
described in Sections 5.3 and 5.4). The dominant contributions estimated in this way are
tt¯ production, single top quark production, WW diboson production, Z/γ∗ and W produc-
tion in association with jets.
In order to further motivate the classification of the different processes, the composition of
the background with respect to the origin of the leptons is studied on MC simulated sam-
ples. The true particle information from the MC simulation (referred to as ‘truth level’ or
‘truth information’) is used to perform the study. The reconstructed leptons found in the
events are matched to corresponding leptons at truth level, that are classified according
to their origin in the MC decay chain. Five different categories are distinguished in this
analysis:
• Prompt or real leptons originate from the decay of W bosons, Z bosons or τ lep-
tons, and any lepton not in this category is considered to be a fake lepton;
• Heavy flavour leptons originate from the semileptonic decay of b and c quarks,
including bound states containing these particles (e.g. J/Ψ);
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Figure 5.1: Sources of leptons after all cuts in the two signal regions. The red line represents
the sum of all SM background processes. The hatched red area around the red line represents the
uncertainty. All uncertainties are statistical only.
• Conversion leptons are leptons originating from a photon that is not produced in
the fundamental process (e.g. bremsstrahlung);
• Light flavour leptons are leptons originating from jets that are not already com-
prised in the heavy flavour definition;
• Undefined leptons are reconstructed leptons that could not be matched to a truth
level particle, thus not being classified into any of the previous categories.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the sources of the leptons graphically for SR1 and SR2, while Ta-
bles 5.1 and 5.2 summarise the results in numbers. Both confirm that the dominant source
of reducible background is tt¯ production in both signal regions, while the diboson pro-
cesses are the main contribution to the irreducible background, especially in SR2, where
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Table 5.1: Dominant sources of electrons and muons in SR1 categorised in real, heavy flavour,
light flavour and photon conversion candidates (electrons only). The percentages are shown over
the total background. The quoted uncertainties are statistical. If no events pass the selection,
the statistical uncertainty is set equal to 1.1 event scaled by the sample luminosity. HF denotes
leptons from heavy flavour decays, LF leptons from light flavour decays and CO electrons from
photon conversions.
Process Electrons in %
prompt HF LF CO undefined
Z + jets 1 ± 1 0.4 ± 0.4 0 ± 0.3 3 ± 2 0.1 ± 0.1
Diboson 49 ± 3 0 ± 0.1 0 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0 ± 0.1
tt¯ 23 ± 2 16 ± 2 0 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.2 0.2 ± 0.1
Single Top 4 ± 1 2 ± 1 0 ± 0.1 0 ± 0.1 0 ± 0.1
tt¯ V 1.7 ± 0.2 0.1 ± 0.1 0 ± 0.1 0 ± 0.1 0 ± 0.1
SM total 78 ± 2 19 ± 2 0 ± 0.4 3 ± 2 0.3 ± 0.2
Process Muons in %
prompt HF LF undefined
Z + jets 5 ± 2 0 ± 0.3 0 ± 0.3 0 ± 0.3
Diboson 47 ± 3 0 ± 0.1 0 ± 0.1 0 ± 0.1
tt¯ 29 ± 2 10 ± 1 0 ± 0.1 0 ± 0.1
Single Top 5 ± 1 2 ± 1 0 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.3
tt¯ V 1.6 ± 0.2 0 ± 0.1 0 ± 0.1 0 ± 0.1
SM total 88 ± 1 12 ± 1 0 ± 0.4 0.3 ± 0.3
the expected background is largely dominated by these processes. It also becomes ap-
parent that fake leptons from light flavour decays are negligible compared to the other
sources. Leptons that cannot be matched to a truth level particle are a negligible contri-
bution as well. This information is used later when determining fake rates (Section 5.6).
5.2 Motivation of Data-Driven Background Estimation
In this section a study of an observed discrepancy between the MC simulation and the data
is presented. The study is performed in the control region CR1 defined in Section 4.9.
Figure 5.2 shows various distributions in CR1. A discrepancy between the MC predic-
tion and the observed data can be seen in the region with missing transverse momentum
6ET < 20GeV, while events with one or more jets do not seem to be affected by the ex-
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Table 5.2: Dominant sources of electrons and muons in SR2 categorised in real, heavy flavour,
light flavour and photon conversion candidates (electrons only). The percentages are shown over
the total background. The quoted uncertainties are statistical. If no events pass the selection,
the statistical uncertainty is set equal to 1.1 event scaled by the sample luminosity. HF denotes
leptons from heavy flavour decays, LF leptons from light flavour decays and CO electrons from
photon conversions.
Process Electrons in %
prompt HF LF CO undefined
Z + jets 2 ± 1 0.7 ± 0.4 0 ± 0.1 0.5 ± 0.5 0 ± 0.1
Diboson 86 ± 1 0 ± 0.1 0 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.2 0 ± 0.1
tt¯ 4 ± 1 1.9 ± 0.4 0 ± 0.1 0 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1
Single Top 0.1 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0 ± 0.1 0 ± 0.1 0 ± 0.1
tt¯ V 4.6 ± 0.2 0 ± 0.1 0 ± 0.1 0 ± 0.1 0 ± 0.1
SM total 96 ± 1 3 ± 1 0 ± 0.2 0.9 ± 0.5 0.1 ± 0.2
Process Muons in %
prompt HF LF undefined
Z + jets 1.0 ± 0.4 0.2 ± 0.2 0 ± 0.1 0 ± 0.1
Diboson 90 ± 1 0 ± 0.1 0 ± 0.1 0 ± 0.1
tt¯ 3.0 ± 0.3 1.3 ± 0.2 0 ± 0.1 0 ± 0.1
Single Top 0.3 ± 0.2 0.1 ± 0.1 0 ± 0.1 0 ± 0.1
tt¯ V 3.8 ± 0.2 0 ± 0.1 0 ± 0.1 0 ± 0.1
SM total 98.4 ± 0.3 1.6 ± 0.3 0 ± 0.2 0 ± 0.2
cess. The MC prediction for the transverse momentum of the leading jet is in very good
agreement with the observed data. Figure 5.2(d) shows that the discrepancy is only seen
in events with at least one lepton with pT < 20GeV. In order to further investigate the
source of the discrepancy between the MC prediction and the observed data, the events
are separated according to their lepton flavour content. Figure 5.3 shows the transverse
momentum of the leading lepton for each event in the dominant flavour channels (the
channels with leptons of the same sign are shown in the appendix in Figure A.2, and can
be seen to have far fewer events than the channels with leptons of opposite sign). The
control region is largely dominated by the Z + jets process, where a SFOS lepton pair is
expected. The three muon channel clearly shows the largest discrepancy between the data
and the simulation and the channel with an SFOS electron pair and a muon also shows an
excess. The three electron channel shows reasonable agreement within the statistical un-
certainty while the channel with an SFOS muon pair and an electron shows only a slight
excess. To summarise, the excess is most prominent in the channels with an SFOS lepton
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pair and an additional muon. Therefore the properties of the muons in the control region
CR1 are further investigated.
Figure 5.4 shows the effect of increasing the transverse momentum threshold for all
muons in steps of 2GeV from 10GeV to 20GeV. This is clearly not desirable as the
signal that is investigated can have a soft lepton spectrum, especially for the third lead-
ing lepton. But the distributions illustrate that the excess is related to muons with a low
transverse momentum pT < 20GeV and in general the muon with the lowest transverse
momentum in the event. Thus, several properties of these muons are investigated in the
three muon channel.
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 display distributions of different parameters of the muons. The pseu-
dorapidity distribution (Figure 5.5(a)) shows that the excess is not located in a specific de-
tector region but is spread over the full range. Figure 5.5(b) shows that the excess muons
are well isolated (pTcone20 = 0 meaning that there is no additional track with a transverse
momentum larger than 1GeV around the muon). Figures 5.5(c) and 5.5(d) illustrate that
the discrepancy is not related to a problem with the reconstruction of the muons but rather
indicate that the excess muons are well reconstructed. Since combined muons (defined
in Section 4.5) are reconstructed in the ID and the MS, they are supposedly better recon-
structed than segment tagged muons, but the excess is mainly seen in combined muons.
Similarly, a large difference in the measured transverse momentum between the ID and
the MS would hint at a bad reconstruction, but the excess of events is found for muons
with only a small (< 1GeV) difference in transverse momenta. An excess due to cosmic
muons is also considered and abandoned based on Figures 5.6(a), 5.6(b) and 5.6(c). The
excess of events is concentrated at absolute values of both the transverse and the longi-
tudinal impact parameters d0 and z0 around 0, which indicates muons originating from
the primary vertex of the event. In addition, the sum of the pseudorapidities of oppositely
charged muons is expected to peak at around 0 for cosmic muons, which clearly is not the
case for the muons discussed here. Finally, Figure 5.6(d) shows the transverse momentum
of the jet closest to the muon with a spatial separation ∆R < 0.4 (with pjetT = 0 when no
jet is found). The cut discussed in Section 4.6, where muons are required to be separated
from jets with ∆R > 0.4, only uses jets with a transverse momentum pT > 20GeV. The
jets investigated here thus have a transverse momentum pT < 20GeV. A jet transverse
momentum of 0 indicates the absence of a jet close to the muon, which is the case for
most of the muons. This result points to well reconstructed muons again.
In summary, the simulation is seen to be missing well reconstructed muons at low trans-
verse momenta. In order to not heavily rely on the MC simulation in the signal regions, a
data-driven background estimation method is investigated.
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Figure 5.2: Various distributions in the control region CR1. The red line represents the sum of
all SM background processes. The yellow area around the red line represents the uncertainty. All
uncertainties are statistical only.
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Figure 5.3: Transverse momentum of the leading lepton in different channels in the control region
CR1. The red line represents the sum of all SM background processes. The yellow area around the
red line represents the uncertainty. All uncertainties are statistical only.
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Figure 5.4: Transverse momentum of the leading lepton for different transverse momentum thresh-
olds of muons in µ+µ−µ± events in the control region CR1. The red line represents the sum of all
SM background processes. The yellow area around the red line represents the uncertainty. All
uncertainties are statistical only.
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Figure 5.5: Various distributions for the muon with the lowest transverse momentum in µ+µ−µ±
events in the control region CR1. The red line represents the sum of all SM background processes.
The yellow area around the red line represents the uncertainty. All uncertainties are statistical
only.
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Figure 5.6: Various distributions for the muon with the lowest transverse momentum in µ+µ−µ±
events in the control region CR1. The red line represents the sum of all SM background processes.
The yellow area around the red line represents the uncertainty. All uncertainties are statistical
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5.3 Matrix Method
The matrix method [43] is a data-driven background estimation method, applied to events
with one or more leptons. The basic assumption of the method is that real and fake
leptons can be distinguished by their characteristics. Two sets of identification criteria for
the leptons are defined, one loose set (L) and one tight set (T). The number of events with
leptons satisfying the loose or the tight identification criteria, NL and NT , can be measured
in data. The idea is then to express the number of events with loose and tight leptons as
a function of the number of events with real and fake leptons. For events with one lepton
this leads to:
NT = ε×NR + f ×NF , (5.1)
NL′ = (1− ε)×NR +(1− f )×NF , (5.2)
where ε is the probability of a loose real lepton to pass the tight requirement (‘efficiency’),
f is the probability of a loose fake lepton to pass the tight requirement (‘fake rate’), the
index L′ refers to events with a loose but not tight lepton and the indices R and F denote
real or fake leptons. Since this is a system of two equations with two unknowns (NR and
NF ) it can be written as a matrix (hence the name of the method):(
NT
NL′
)
=
(
ε f
(1− ε) (1− f )
)
·
(
NR
NF
)
. (5.3)
The efficiency ε and the fake rate f need to be determined independently and are typically
measured from data in appropriate control regions dominated by real or fake leptons,
respectively. Once these values and NL and NT are known the matrix can be inverted and
the expected number of events with a real or a fake lepton at the loose selection level
obtained. The number of events with a fake lepton passing the tight selection criteria is
then simply calculated as:
N f akeT = f ×NF . (5.4)
Following the results of the previous Section 5.2, a matrix method like the one described
above is used to estimate the number of events with two real leptons and an additional
fake muon. The tight identification criteria used here correspond to signal leptons while
the loose criteria correspond to baseline leptons (as defined in Section 4.5). The method
is applied to events with two oppositely charged muons and an additional muon, defined
as the ‘signal region’ for this test. It is assumed that this region contains mostly events
with two real muons of opposite charge and a third fake muon. As indicated above, the
fake rate needs to be determined in an appropriate control region. This control region is
chosen to be the region with two oppositely charged electrons and an additional muon.
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Table 5.3: Muon fake rate obtained from a QCD enriched control region in three bins of transverse
momentum [44].
10−20GeV 20−30GeV > 30GeV
0.65 0.37 0.25
In this way the muons used to determine the fake rate can be assumed to have similar
kinematic properties as the fake muons in the ‘signal region’ and the measured fake rate
is applicable to the ‘signal region’. The fake rate is calculated according to:
f =
NT −bT
NL−bL , (5.5)
where NT and NL are the number of events measured from data with leptons with tight
and loose identification criteria and bT and bL are the number of background events in the
control region, i.e. the events without fake leptons but with three real leptons. The num-
ber of background events is determined from MC simulated samples and the contributing
processes are assumed to be WZ and ZZ diboson production in the present case. These
backgrounds need to be subtracted when calculating the fake rate and have to be added to
the estimate of the matrix method.
Measuring a single non-binned fake rate results in f = 0.517± 0.003 (statistical uncer-
tainty). Figure 5.7 shows the resulting estimate for the distribution of the transverse mo-
mentum of the muons in the ‘signal region’ with three muons. For transverse momenta
pT > 30GeV the prediction is in very good agreement with the observed data, but espe-
cially at low transverse momenta pT < 20GeV the difference between the prediction and
the data is huge.
A different set of fake rates (listed in Table 5.3), binned in transverse momentum and
measured from a QCD enriched control region, is then applied, now not only to the ‘sig-
nal region’ with three muons, but also to the former control region with two oppositely
charged electrons and a muon. This is illustrated in Figure 5.8. It can be seen that the
estimate for the three muon ‘signal region’ is now in good agreement for low transverse
momenta, whereas the data is hugely overestimated in the region with electrons, meaning
that the fake rates are not compatible between the two regions. Since the analysis does
not differentiate between final states with different lepton flavour content, this ansatz is
not pursued any further.
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Figure 5.7: Transverse momentum of the muons in the matrix method test region. The red line
represents the sum of the irreducible SM background processes and the estimate from the matrix
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5.4 Final Matrix Method Implementation
For the final prediction of the SM background in the two signal regions, a matrix method
describing events with one or two fake leptons (electrons as well as muons) is used. The
matrix for events with two fake leptons is a 4×4 matrix:NT TNT L′NL′T
NL′L′
=
 ε1ε2 ε1 f2 f1ε2 f1 f2ε1(1− ε2) ε1(1− f2) f1(1− ε2) f1(1− f2)
(1− ε1)ε2 (1− ε1) f2 (1− f1)ε2 (1− f1) f2
(1− ε1)(1− ε2) (1− ε1)(1− f2) (1− f1)(1− ε2) (1− f1)(1− f2)
 ·
NRRNRFNFR
NFF
 , (5.6)
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with all parameters defined as before. Events passing the tight (T) selection contain three
signal leptons, whereas for events passing the loose (L) selection the leading lepton is
required to be a signal lepton and the two subleading leptons are required to be baseline
leptons. The matrix method is only applied to the two subleading leptons. The leading
lepton is not used in the matrix and is assumed to be a real lepton. This assumption is
studied in detail in MC simulated samples of the various background processes that may
contribute to the background in the signal regions.
Figure 5.9 shows the sources of all leptons in SR1 at the loose selection level, broken
down into first, second or third leading lepton and separated into flavours. The numbers
for the leading lepton are also summarised in Table 5.4. Both the table and the figures
show that the assumption that the leading lepton in each event is a real lepton is correct
for more than 99% of the events.
Since the SM background in SR2 mostly comprises irreducible background with three
real leptons and only a small component of reducible background that is described by the
matrix method, in the following only results and studies for SR1 will be shown. It is still
important to note that the results and the reasonings hold for both signal regions.
Table 5.4: Percentage of real leptons for the leading lepton at loose selection level in SR1. The
quoted uncertainties are statistical.
Process Real tight leading leptons in %
W + jets 100 ± 9
Z + jets 98.55 ± 1.46
DrellYan 100 ± 6
Diboson 99.95 ± 0.05
tt¯ 99.25 ± 0.26
Single Top 99.90 ± 0.10
tt¯V 99.96 ± 0.03
SM total 99.39 ± 0.24
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Figure 5.9: Sources of leptons after all cuts in SR1 broken down into leading, second leading
and third leading electron or muon. The red line represents the sum of all SM background pro-
cesses. The hatched red area around the red line represents the uncertainty. All uncertainties are
statistical only.
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5.5 Real Lepton Efficiencies
One important aspect of the matrix method is the measurement of the efficiency of loose
real leptons to also pass the tight selection. It is measured in data in Z → l+l− events
using a tag-and-probe method. By selecting dilepton events with an invariant mass of the
dilepton system within 5GeV of the nominal mass of the Z boson (mZ = 91.2GeV is used)
a very pure sample of real leptons is selected.
The events selected for the tag-and-probe method are required to pass the same prese-
lection as the signal events except for the three lepton requirement (Section 4.8). Then
exactly two SFOS baseline leptons are required. One of the two leptons (the ‘tag’ lep-
ton) is required to satisfy the signal lepton criteria and to be matched to the trigger. The
probability of the second lepton (‘probe’ lepton) to fulfill the signal lepton requirement is
measured by counting of events and represents the efficiency:
ε=
Nsignalprobe
Ntotalprobe
. (5.7)
If both leptons in an event satisfy the tag lepton requirements, the roles of the leptons are
also inversed. This way any bias due to systematically choosing one lepton as the tag over
the other (e.g. the lepton with higher transverse momentum) is avoided. The efficiency is
measured for electrons and muons independently and parameterised as a function of the
transverse momentum of the leptons. The results are shown in Figure 5.10.
5.6 Fake Rates
Another important aspect of the matrix method is the determination of the fake rates. Typ-
ically, fake rates are determined in data in appropriate control regions enriched with the
type of fake objects that need to be studied. It has to be ensured that the kinematic prop-
erties of the studied objects in the control region are similar to those in the regions where
the fake rate will be applied. This is a major challenge for the present analysis, where
several different background processes contribute to the same category of fake objects.
As an example, heavy flavour leptons (as defined in Section 5.1) are dominantly produced
in tt¯ events but are also found in Z + jets events (Table 5.1). Another important point is
that, at least for the electrons, two distinct types of fakes can be distinguished in the MC
simulated SM background: heavy flavour electrons and conversion electrons (as defined
in Section 5.1). The former are certainly dominant, but the latter should nevertheless not
be neglected. There is no reason to assume that the fake rates for these two different types
of fake electrons are the same.
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5.6.1 Motivation of MC-Driven Determination of Fake Rates
In order to determine a fake rate of heavy flavour leptons, a sample of dijet events with
jets originating from b quarks seems optimal, as it will likely contain only very few back-
ground events (i.e. events where the leptons have a different source). In order to test
the kinematic properties of the fake leptons in this sample, a study on corresponding MC
samples is performed. Figure 5.11(a) shows the distribution of the transverse momentum
of heavy flavour muons in three different types of SM processes. Clearly, the transverse
momentum spectrum of heavy flavour muons extends to higher transverse momenta in tt¯
events compared to bb¯ and Z + jets events and the shape of the distributions is different.
For the bb¯ process the fake muons tend to have a smaller transverse momentum than for
the tt¯ process. It is therefore not clear whether a fake rate extracted from bb¯ events is suit-
able for the tt¯ dominated signal regions. As shown in Figure 5.11(b) the different shapes
of the transverse momentum distributions translate into a different dependence of the fake
rates on the transverse momentum of the muons. In general, the fake rate of muons in
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Figure 5.11: Transverse momentum and fake rate of heavy flavour muons.
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the bb¯ MC samples is higher than for tt¯ for a given value of the transverse momentum.
This can be understood when looking at the distribution of the transverse momentum of
the corresponding b quarks in Figure 5.11(c). The b quarks giving rise to a fake muon in
the tt¯ process tend to have a higher transverse momentum than those in the bb¯ process.
Figure 5.11(d) shows the fake rate of muons plotted against the transverse momentum of
the associated b quarks instead of the transverse momentum of the muons. In this case
the difference between the fake rates for the tt¯ and the bb¯ process are much smaller.
In conclusion, the fake rate of the muons is not universal across different processes when
evaluated in dependence of the transverse momentum of the muon. When treated in de-
pendence of the transverse momentum of the associated b quark, the fake rate becomes
much more similar between the different processes. Of course, this information is not
accessible in data but only in MC simulated samples. For this reason the fake rates for the
present analysis are not determined from data. A method relying on MC simulated sam-
ples and applying a correction factor between data and MC is explored in the following
sections.
5.6.2 Determination of Fake Rates
As mentioned in the last section, the fake rates for the present analysis are determined
from MC simulated samples. To this end the classification detailed in Section 5.1 is used
to distinguish fake types. This way, two problems with fake rates determined from data
outlined in Section 5.6 can be avoided. The first issue was discussed in the last section
and concerns the non-universality of fake rates of heavy flavour leptons across different
processes. The second issue is related to the different types of fakes, i.e. heavy flavour
leptons and conversion leptons. There is no reason to assume their fake rates to be equal,
but in data (e.g. when applying the matrix method) there is also no way to determine
the source of a lepton and thus distinguish between real leptons or fake leptons of any
kind. Likewise, for any individual event in data, it is impossible to determine the type of
process involved. But the fake rate was seen to be process-dependent, at least for heavy
flavour muons. These two dependencies can be taken into account when calculating the
fake rates from MC simulated samples.
A weighted average of the individual fake rates per process and per fake type is calcu-
lated for electrons and muons independently and also for each signal or control region
separately. The weight is calculated using the SM prediction of MC simulated samples
for each process and fake type:
fR =∑
i, j
(sf i×wi jR× f i j), (5.8)
where the sum over i is a sum over the involved fake types (heavy flavour, HF, or conver-
sion, CO), the sum over j is a sum over the participating processes (e.g. tt¯ or Z + jets), sf i
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Figure 5.12: Fraction of heavy flavour electrons wHF, jSR1 for two different types of processes in SR1.
denotes a scale factor to correct the MC-based fake rate for differences seen with respect
to data, f i j is the fake rate per fake type i and per process j and finally wi jR is the SM
weight, while the index R = SR1,SR2,CR denotes the signal or control region to which
the fake rate is to be applied. A parameterisation in transverse momentum or pseudora-
pidity is implied for each of the terms whenever appropriate.
The sum over i is only applied to electrons as the MC simulated samples used for the
analysis do not contain muons from photon conversion processes. This contribution is
found to be small in comparison to the other background processes in a dedicated study.
For the electrons two different types of fakes are considered in the sum, heavy flavour
fakes and conversion fakes. Heavy flavour leptons comprise all categories of leptons that
are not real leptons and not conversion leptons according to the definitions in Section 5.1,
i.e. light flavour leptons and undefined leptons, which are mostly negligible in the signal
regions according to Tables 5.1 and 5.2, are included in this category.
For the sum over the processes j two different types are distinguished. All processes con-
taining a top quark are combined, i.e. tt¯, single top quark production and tt¯ +V (where
V stands for any of the electroweak vector bosons), and referred to as ‘top + X’ in the
figures, while ‘V + X’ refers to all other processes containing at least one electroweak
vector boson, i.e. Z + jets, W + jets and Diboson production.
wi jR is the fraction of objects of type i in the process j in the region R. It has to be calcu-
lated for each region individually since the fraction of fake types and the fraction of each
process may be different in each region. It is evaluated from MC simulated samples as
the ratio of fake leptons of type i in the process j over the total number of fakes in all
processes. Figure 5.12 shows the fraction of heavy flavour electrons for the two different
types of processes in SR1. The lower fraction of heavy flavour leptons at higher trans-
verse momenta seen for the top + X processes is expected since those leptons are mainly
expected at low transverse momenta where they constitute the dominant contribution to
the fake leptons in top + X processes. The fraction of conversion electrons per process is
simply calculated as wCO, jR = 1−wHF, jR .
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Figure 5.13: Fake rates f i j of heavy flavour electrons f HF, j and conversion electrons f CO, j.
The scale factor sf i is assumed to depend only on the type of fake i and not on the pro-
cess j or the region R. It is measured in appropriate control regions dominated by the
respective type of fake objects and found to be consistent with 1 within the statistical un-
certainty.
The fake rates f i j are determined per fake type i and per process j as the ratio of the num-
ber of leptons satisfying the signal lepton criteria over the number of leptons satisfying
the baseline lepton criteria. The events selected for the fake rate determination must pass
the preselection (as defined in Section 4.8) except for the lepton isolation requirements.
In order to determine fake rates compatible with the matrix method, events where the
leading lepton is a signal lepton are selected and the fake rates are determined using the
two subleading leptons. By not applying further requirements on the events (e.g. the cut
on the missing transverse momentum applied to the signal regions), the statistical uncer-
tainty on the fake rates f i j can be reduced. The cuts on the SFOS lepton pairs and on the
b jets only slightly affect the fake rates, while the dependence on the missing transverse
momentum is taken into account as a systematic uncertainty.
Figure 5.13 shows the fake rates f i j of electrons obtained from the MC simulated samples.
The two fake rates from heavy flavour electrons and conversion electrons are clearly dif-
ferent for both processes and differences are also seen between the top + X and the V + X
processes within one type of fake. In summary, the fake rate of conversion electrons is
below 10% in the full range of transverse momentum with a mostly flat distribution, while
the maximum of the fake rate of heavy flavour electrons is around 30%, overall decreas-
ing with higher transverse momentum.
Figure 5.14 shows the fake rate f HF, j of muons. Again, as expected, for both processes
the fake rate is decreasing with higher transverse momenta of the muons. The difference
in the fake rates between the two processes expected after the study presented in the last
section is confirmed.
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The final fake rates fR determined with this method are displayed in Figures 5.15 and 5.16.
Figure 5.15(a) shows three fake rates for electrons parameterised in transverse momen-
tum: the final weighted average (black points), but also the fake rates for the top + X and
the V + X processes alone for illustrative purposes. Figure 5.15(b) shows the weighted
average fake rate of electrons in three different ranges of the pseudorapidity. One can see
that the fake rate depends on the pseudorapidity and therefore the electron fake rate is also
parameterised in this variable in the way displayed here. Finally, Figure 5.16 shows the
final fake rate of muons. The results for SR2 are shown in the appendix in Figures A.3
and A.4.
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Figure 5.14: Fake rate f HF, j of heavy flavour muons.
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Figure 5.15: Final fake rates of electrons in SR1. Both the final average and individual fake rates
for the two processes are shown in (a).
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Figure 5.16: Final fake rates of muons in SR1.
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5.7 Systematic Uncertainty on the Lepton Isolation
The mechanism for the determination of the reducible SM background, i.e. the matrix
method described in Sections 5.3 and 5.4, deployed in this analysis relies heavily on the
isolation properties of the leptons. Therefore a study of the systematic uncertainty related
to the lepton isolation is performed on a data sample of
∫
Ldt = 1.04fb−1 of integrated
luminosity taken in 2011 with the ATLAS detector.
The electron isolation requirements studied here are the spatial separation of electrons and
jets in a cone of ∆R(e, jet)< 0.4 as well as the relative track isolation pTcone20/pT < 0.1.
The efficiency of the isolation requirements are determined from data using a tag-and-
probe method on Z→ e+e− events as already described in Section 5.5. The uncertainty is
calculated by comparing the efficiency measured in data with the efficiency obtained from
a Z→ e+e− MC simulated sample, using the same sample as for the rest of the analysis.
In this implementation of the tag-and-probe method the electrons are baseline electrons,
where the requirement of a spatial separation with jets is dropped and also studied. As
before, tag electrons are required to be signal electrons matched to the appropriate trig-
ger. The probability of the second electron (‘probe’ electron) to fulfill the signal electron
requirement is measured by counting of events and represents the efficiency:
εIso =
Nsignalprobe
Ntotalprobe
. (5.9)
The efficiency determined in ten bins of the pseudorapidity is shown in Figure 5.17(a).
The agreement between data and the simulation is very good except for the ‘crack re-
gions’ (1.37 < |η|< 1.52) where the simulation overestimates the efficiency compared to
the data. Figure 5.17(b) shows the efficiency as a function of the number of jets. Super-
symmetric events can contain a high number of jets as was discussed in the theoretical
introduction in Section 2.2. Therefore it is important to ensure that the isolation works
well also for high jet multiplicities. This is also studied by comparing the distributions
of the spatial separation of electrons and the closest jet (∆R(e, jet)) and by comparing the
distributions of the relative track isolation (pTcone20/pT) of different processes in MC
simulated samples. The results for Z → e+e− events are compared to tt¯ events and an
official ATLAS SUSY benchmark point SU41 in Figures 5.18 and 5.19. The distributions
of ∆R(e, jet) depend on the number of jets, but for a given number of jets very similar re-
sults are seen for the three processes, meaning that the spatial isolation of electrons does
not depend on the process but rather on the overall event topology. The distribution of the
relative track isolation pTcone20/pT of tt¯ events generally extends to higher values than
the distribution for Z→ e+e− events, but the effect is only seen at the level of < 1%. With
1SU4 is a point in the mSUGRA parameter plane with parameters m0 = 200GeV, m 1
2
= 160GeV, A0 =
−400GeV, tanβ = 10 and µ > 0. It has already been excluded by ATLAS and is shown here only for
illustrative purposes.
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increasing jet multiplicity the two distributions become more and more similar, meaning
that while this distribution depends on the process, it does so only to an extent that is
negligible.
Finally, the systematic uncertainty ∆εε on the isolation requirement is obtained by calcu-
lating the relative difference between the efficiency measured in data and the efficiency
obtained from MC simulated samples. The result obtained from the tag-and-probe method
is smaller than 1% in the full range of pseudorapidity except for the crack region, where
the uncertainty on the efficiency is ∼ 1%.
For the muons, the spatial separation from jets in a cone of ∆R(e, jet) < 0.4 as well as
the absolute track isolation pTcone20/pT < 1.8GeV are studied using the same method
as for the electrons. Figure 5.20 shows the efficiency as a function of the pseudorapidity
(Figure 5.20(a)) and as a function of the number of jets in the event (Figure 5.20(b)). With
higher jet multiplicity the efficiency drops rather sharply, but the agreement between the
prediction by the MC simulated sample and the data is still very good. The systematic
uncertainty on the isolation requirement of muons obtained with this method is smaller
than 1% in the full range of pseudorapidity.
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(a) Efficiency as a function of the pseudorapidity of the electrons.
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Figure 5.17: Efficiency of the isolation requirements of electrons in data and in Z + jets MC
simulated samples.
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Figure 5.18: Spatial separation ∆R(e, jet) between electrons and jets in three different MC simu-
lated samples.
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Figure 5.19: Relative track isolation pTcone20/pT of electrons in three different MC simulated
samples.
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Figure 5.20: Efficiency of the isolation requirements of muons in data and in Z + jets MC simu-
lated samples.
6 Final Analysis Results
This chapter summarises the final results of the analysis, bringing together the work of
this thesis and other aspects not discussed here. A summary of the analysis can be found
in [45].
In the following, distributions of data and the SM prediction are shown. Some of the
distributions include predictions for a SUSY reference point. This reference point is taken
from the simplified model scenario and has the following parameters:
• mχ˜±1 = mχ˜02 = 150GeV;
• ml˜L = 100GeV;
• mχ˜01 = 50GeV.
6.1 Final Data and MC Comparison
The event yields for the two signal regions SR1 and SR2 and the two control regions VR1
and VR2 (as defined in Section 4.9) are presented in Table 6.1. The numbers presented
for the ZZ, WZ and tt¯ +V backgrounds are taken from MC simulated samples, while
the numbers for the reducible background are obtained with the matrix method described
in Section 5.4 (and a small additional component due to virtual photons converting into
muons [45]). The total background is the sum of these two contributions. The numbers
quoted for the data are the observed numbers of events in the appropriate regions. The
quoted uncertainties include statistical and systematic uncertainties.
The agreement between the SM prediction and the observed data in the control regions
VR1 and VR2 is very good and is used to validate the background estimation approach
used in the analysis. The observations in the signal regions are used to derive upper limits
on the cross section of SUSY processes in the context of the pMSSM and the simplified
model scenario introduced in Sections 2.2.4 and 2.2.5 and are discussed in Section 6.3.
Figure 6.1 shows the distributions of the missing transverse momentum in the two signal
regions, while for the signal region SR1 Figures 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 show the distributions of
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the transverse momenta of the three leptons and Figure 6.5 shows the distribution of the
invariant mass of the SFOS lepton pair with an invariant mass closest to the nominal mass
of the Z boson. The grey error band in the figures displayed around the red line represent-
ing the sum of all SM backgrounds comprises the statistical and systematic uncertainties,
while the uncertainty shown for the data points is statistical only. All distributions show
reasonable agreement between the data and the SM prediction. The distributions of the
lepton transverse momenta for the signal region SR2 are included in the appendix (A.2)
and also show reasonable agreement between the data and the SM prediction.
Table 6.1: Expected number of events from SM processes and observed number of events in data in
control regions VR1 and VR2 and in the two signal regions SR1 and SR2. The quoted uncertainties
include statistical and systematic uncertainties [45].
Selection VR1 VR2 SR1 SR2
ZZ 6.7±1.8 0.03±0.04 0.7±0.2 3.4±0.9
WZ 61±15 0.4±0.2 11±3 58±14
tt¯ +V 1.4±0.6 0.7±0.6 0.4±0.3 2.7±2.1
Reducible Background 56±35 14±9 14±4 7.5±3.9
Total Background 125±38 15±9 26±5 72±15
Data 122 12 32 95
6.2 Systematic Uncertainties
The systematic uncertainty on the reducible component of the background is the domi-
nant source of systematic uncertainty in SR1 with a value of 17%. The main contribution
to this uncertainty is in the weighted average of fake rates. The effects considered are
the dependence on the cross section, the renormalisation/factorisation scale and the PDF1
(10-30%), the dependence on the missing transverse momentum (0.4-17%) and the un-
certainty on the scale factors sf i (10-50%). The systematic uncertainty on the irreducible
background prediction is composed of a theoretical uncertainty on the MC simulation
(20-25%), an uncertainty due to the limited number of MC simulated events (10%) and
the uncertainties on jet energy scale and resolution, lepton energy scale and resolution,
lepton identification efficiency, b-tagging efficiency and event quality selection (0.2-5%).
1Parton Distribution Function
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of the missing transverse momentum EmissT in the signal regions SR1 (left)
and SR2 (right) for the data and the SM prediction [45].
Finally, an uncertainty of 3.7% [46] on the integrated luminosity is also taken into ac-
count.
The systematic uncertainties for SR2 are similar to those in SR1, except for a smaller
uncertainty due to the limited number of MC simulated events (4%).
Regarding the systematic uncertainty on the MC simulated SUSY signal samples total
uncertainties in the range 10-15% are obtained. These include the same experimental
sources considered for the irreducible background processes as well as theoretical sys-
tematic uncertainties on the cross sections.
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Figure 6.2: Distribution of the transverse momentum of the leading lepton in signal region SR1
for the data and the SM prediction [45].
Figure 6.3: Distribution of the transverse momentum of the second leading lepton in signal region
SR1 for the data and the SM prediction [45].
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Figure 6.4: Distribution of the transverse momentum of the third leading lepton in signal region
SR1 for the data and the SM prediction [45].
Figure 6.5: Distribution of the invariant mass of the SFOS lepton pair with an invariant mass
closest to the nominal Z boson mass in signal region SR1 for the data and the SM prediction [45].
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6.3 Interpretation of the Results
The results presented in Table 6.1 are interpreted in the context of the pMSSM and the
simplified model scenario described in Sections 2.2.4 and 2.2.5, respectively.
No significant excess of events is found in the data compared to the SM expectation. The
observed number of events in the two signal regions is analysed using the frequentist
approach. The probability that the SM background fluctuates to the observed number of
events or higher is calculated to 19% (SR1) and 10% (SR2), respectively. This allows to
place an upper limit on the visible production cross section2 of SUSY processes producing
events with three leptons at 10.0 fb (SR1) and 26.1 fb (SR2) at 95% confidence level using
the modified frequentist CLs prescription [47]. This is slightly above the expected limits
at 7.3 fb and 16.7 fb.
The limit from SR1 is interpreted in the pMSSM with the gaugino mass parameter M1
set to M1 = 100GeV and in the simplified model scenario. The results are depicted in
Figure 6.6.
For the pMSSM (Figure 6.6(a)) the red line indicates the contour of the region excluded
at 95% confidence level by the present analysis, which is also highlighted in blue. The
orange area corresponds to the exclusion limit set by the LEP experiments on the mass of
the lightest chargino, mχ˜±1 > 103.5GeV [14]. The two different types of grey lines are the
curves of constant mass of the lightest neutralino (steeper slope) and the lightest chargino,
respectively. For M1 = 100GeV, values of µ < 150GeV are excluded as well as values of
160GeV < M2 < 230GeV.
In the simplified model scenario, Figure 6.6(b) shows two different exclusion limits. As
for the pMSSM the red line indicates the contour of the region excluded at 95% confidence
level by the present analysis. As indicated in the figure and discussed in Section 2.2.5, the
lightest chargino and the next-to-lightest neutralino are mass degenerate, while the lightest
neutralino is the LSP. For chargino masses up to 250GeV LSP masses up to 170GeV are
excluded, while for large mass differences between the lightest chargino and the LSP
chargino masses up to 300GeV are excluded at 95% confidence level. The second limit
shown in this figure is illustrated in the colour code. For each point in the parameter space
the upper limit on the production cross section that can be excluded at 95% confidence
level is shown.
The mass limits set in the simplified model cannot be directly translated into limits in the
pMSSM. This is due to setting the masses of the sleptons and the sneutrinos to the same
value. In the pMSSM the mass of the sneutrino is smaller than the mass of the left-handed
sleptons, and thus the branching fractions for the decays into the two sparticles are not the
same.
2The visible production cross section means the product of the cross section times the branching ratio
times the acceptance.
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(a) Limit in the pMSSM.
(b) Limits in the simplified model scenario.
Figure 6.6: Observed and expected 95% confidence level limit contours for chargino and neu-
tralino production in the pMSSM (a) and the simplified model scenario (b). For the simplified
model scenario the upper limit on the production cross section at 95% confidence level is also
shown. The discreteness of the simulation of the signal grids is taken into account via interpola-
tion. [45].
7 Summary and Conclusions
A search for Supersymmetry in events with three leptons (electrons or muons) and miss-
ing transverse momentum with the ATLAS detector at the LHC in a data sample with
an integrated luminosity
∫
Ldt = 2.06fb−1 is presented. The null result obtained in two
distinct signal regions is interpreted in the context of a phenomenological Minimal Su-
persymmetric Standard Model (pMSSM) and a simplified supersymmetric model.
The events selected from data for the analysis are required to be taken with the ATLAS
detector fully operational. At least one well reconstructed lepton in the efficiency plateau
region in transverse momentum of the corresponding single lepton trigger is required to
be close to a trigger object having fired the trigger. Leptons are considered for the anal-
ysis, if they fulfill a set of quality criteria, fall into the pseudorapidity range |η| < 2.47
(electrons) or |η| < 2.4 (muons) and have a transverse momentum pT > 10GeV. The
leptons are also required to be isolated through track-based isolation criteria and through
a spatial separation from jets. In order to suppress the decays of low-mass particles (e.g.
J/Ψ), lepton pairs of same flavour and opposite charge sign (SFOS) with an invariant
mass mll < 20GeV are discarded from the events. Events are then required to contain ex-
actly three leptons, among these at least one SFOS pair. Two signal regions are defined.
In the first signal region SR1 a missing transverse momentum 6ET > 50GeV is required,
the invariant mass of any SFOS lepton pair must not be within 10GeV of the nominal
mass of the Z boson (mZ = 91.2GeV is used) and events containing jets tagged as origi-
nating from a b quark are rejected. This signal region is also denoted Z-depleted region,
as signatures with Z bosons are suppressed. The second signal region SR2 is defined by
the requirement of a Z boson (i.e. at least one SFOS lepton pair with an invariant mass
within 10GeV of the nominal Z boson mass) and a cut on the missing transverse momen-
tum 6ET > 50GeV and is denoted Z-enriched signal region.
Applying the selection cuts to a variety of Monte Carlo (MC) simulated samples, the
dominant contributions to the Standard Model (SM) background in the signal regions are
identified. In SR1 these are the tt¯ and the WZ diboson production processes, with about
equal amounts. In SR2 the WZ diboson production process largely dominates the SM
background.
The SM background processes contributing to the signal regions are classified into two
distinct categories. The first category, the irreducible background processes, comprises
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all SM processes that lead to final states with three prompt and isolated (‘real’) leptons.
For the description of these background processes the analysis relies on the respective
MC simulated samples. The second category, the reducible background processes, en-
compasses all SM processes, where at least one of the leptons is a ‘fake’ lepton, with a
fake lepton being either a non-prompt lepton, e.g. from the semileptonic decay of a b
quark, or an object misidentified as a lepton. These background processes are described
by the semi data-driven matrix method. This method relies on the different characteristics
of real and fake leptons with respect to two different sets of isolation criteria and on the
assumption that the numbers of leptons with tighter or looser isolation depend linearly
on the number of real and fake leptons. The coefficients of the linear expressions are the
efficiency of loose real leptons to fulfill the tighter requirements and the probability of
loose fake leptons to fulfill the tighter requirements (‘fake rate’).
A study of the sources of the leptons on MC simulated samples using the available infor-
mation from the generation and simulation of the events, reveals that the main source of
fake leptons is semileptonic decays of b or c quarks for electrons and muons, while for
electrons converted photons are also a non-negligible source. The majority of leptons are
nevertheless real leptons in both signal regions.
The measurement of fake rates for the present implementation of the matrix method from
data presents major challenges. A study on MC simulated samples shows that the kine-
matic properties of fake muons from the semileptonic decay of a b quark are different for
tt¯ events, Z production in association with jets and bb¯ events. Looking at the fake rate as
a property of the original b quark the fake rates become similar. It is thus inferred that
the fake rates of muons are not universal across processes and cannot be determined from
data.
The fake rates for the present implementation of the matrix method are therefore deter-
mined from MC simulated samples, calculating fake rates for each process separately and
then weighting the different fake rates according to the contribution of the specific process
to the signal or control region of interest. For any further details on the calculation the
reader is referred to Section 5.6.2. The final fake rate for electrons in SR1 gives values
between ∼ 20% and ∼ 6% depending on the transverse momentum and the pseudorapid-
ity. The fake rate of muons is only parameterised in the transverse momentum and results
in values between ∼ 42% and ∼ 10% in SR1.
Since the matrix method and the fake rates rely heavily on the isolation properties of
the leptons, the systematic uncertainty associated with these is studied in detail. Using
Z→ e+e− and Z→ µ+µ− events for electrons and muons, respectively, and also ensuring
to consider event topologies containing a high hadronic activity, that can be present in
certain SUSY scenarios, a negligible systematic uncertainty of ∼ 1% is measured.
Applying all selection criteria, an observation of 32 events with a SM expectation of 26±5
events in SR1 and 95 events with a SM expectation of 72±15 events in SR2 is made. In
SR1, the contribution to the SM prediction from reducible backgrounds is 14±4 events,
while in SR2 this contribution is 7.5± 3.5 events. These observations are interpreted in
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the pMSSM and in a simplified model scenario. The probability that the background fluc-
tuates to the observed number of events or higher is calculated to 19% (SR1) and 10%
(SR2), respectively. This allows to place an upper limit on the visible production cross
section of SUSY processes at 10.0 fb (SR1) and 26.1 fb (SR2) at 95% confidence level.
In the pMSSM scenario exclusion limits on the parameters of the theory are set. In the
context of the simplified model chargino masses up to 300GeV are excluded at 95% con-
fidence level for large mass differences to the lightest supersymmetric particle. It has to
be noted that due to the assumptions of the simplified model this limit on the chargino
mass cannot be directly transferred to other SUSY models.
A Appendix
A.1 Details of the MC Simulation
Table A.1: Overview of the diboson MC simulated samples. σ denotes the cross section, while
the k-factor is the factor applied to scale the cross section from leading order to next-to-leading
order (where applicable). For the processes simulated with HERWIG [27] the cross section is
calculated to next-to-leading order, while for the MADGRAPH [31] processes the cross section is
calculated to leading order. The integrated luminosities given correspond to the total statistics of
the samples.
Diboson processes
Process Generator σ×k-factor [pb] integrated luminosity [fb−1]
ZZ
HERWIG
6.21 190.4
WZ 19.1 42.4
W+W− 43.8 146.6
W±W±
MADGRAPH
0.22 433.0
W+γ (eν) 27.97 1.8
W+γ (µν) 27.94 1.8
W+γ (τν) 25.42 11.0
W−γ (eν) 18.59 2.7
W−γ (µν) 18.59 2.7
W−γ (τν) 16.86 17.1
Zγ (ee) 10.02 1.8
Zγ (µµ) 10.02 1.8
Zγ (ττ) 9.76 11.0
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Table A.2: Overview of the top quark + vector boson MC simulated samples. σ denotes the cross
section, while the k-factor is the factor applied to scale the cross section from leading order to
next-to-leading order. The integrated luminosities given correspond to the total statistics of the
samples.
Top + boson processes
Process Generator σ×k-factor [pb] integrated luminosity [fb−1]
tt¯ W
MADGRAPH
0.156 617.7
tt¯ W + jet 0.104 920.7
tt¯ Z 0.13 804.1
tt¯ Z + jet 0.104 941.6
tt¯ WW 0.0013 61524.9
Table A.3: Overview of the tt¯ and single top quark MC simulated samples. σ denotes the cross
section, while the k-factor is the factor applied to scale the cross section from leading order to
next-to-next-to-leading order. The integrated luminosities given correspond to the total statistics
of the samples.
tt¯ and single top quark processes
Process Generator σ×k-factor [pb] integrated luminosity [fb−1]
tt¯ not all-hadronic
MC@NLO [28]
89.36 129.49
t-channel eν 7.12 24.95
t-channel µν 7.12 24.93
t-channel τν 7.10 24.97
s-channel eν 0.47 540.04
s-channel µν 0.47 539.50
s-channel τν 0.47 539.67
Wt 14.59 54.65
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Table A.4: Overview of the Z + jets and Zbb + jets MC simulated samples. σ denotes the cross
section, while the k-factor is the factor applied to scale the cross section from leading order to
next-to-next-to-leading order. The integrated luminosities given correspond to the total statistics
of the samples. NpX (X = 0 . . .5) in the name of the process refers to the number of additional
partons in the final state.
Z + jets and Zbb + jets processes
Process Generator σ×k-factor [pb] integrated luminosity [fb−1]
Z
ee + Np0
ALPGEN [32]
835.4 7.9
ee + Np1 168.0 7.9
ee + Np2 50.7 8.0
ee + Np3 14.0 7.9
ee + Np4 3.6 8.3
ee + Np5 1.0 8.7
µµ + Np0 835.9 7.9
µµ + Np1 167.7 8.0
µµ + Np2 50.4 8.0
µµ + Np3 14.0 7.9
µµ + Np4 3.4 8.7
µµ + Np5 1.0 10.4
ττ + Np0 835.5 7.9
ττ + Np1 168.5 7.9
ττ + Np2 50.5 8.0
ττ + Np3 14.1 7.8
ττ + Np4 3.5 8.6
ττ + Np5 1.0 10.4
Zbb
ee + Np0
ALPGEN
11.5 13.0
ee + Np1 4.3 23.0
ee + Np2 1.5 25.0
ee + Np3 0.7 14.6
µµ + Np0 11.5 13.1
µµ + Np1 4.3 23.1
µµ + Np2 1.5 25.7
µµ + Np3 0.7 14.6
ττ + Np0 11.5 13.0
ττ + Np1 4.3 22.9
ττ + Np2 1.5 25.7
ττ + Np3 0.7 13.2
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Table A.5: Overview of the W + jets, Wc + jets, Wcc + jets and Wbb + jets MC simulated samples.
σ denotes the cross section, while the k-factor is the factor applied to scale the cross section from
leading order to next-to-next-to-leading order. The integrated luminosities given correspond to the
total statistics of the samples. NpX (X = 0 . . .5) in the name of the process refers to the number of
additional partons in the final state.
W + jets, Wc + jets, Wcc + jets and Wbb + jets processes
Process Generator σ×k-factor [pb] integrated luminosity [fb−1]
W
eν + Np0
ALPGEN
8305.9 0.4
eν + Np1 1565.2 0.4
eν + Np2 454.0 8.3
eν + Np3 121.7 8.3
eν + Np4 31.0 8.1
eν + Np5 8.4 8.3
µν + Np0 8303.5 0.4
µν + Np1 1565.0 0.4
µν + Np2 453.4 8.3
µν + Np3 122.3 8.3
µν + Np4 30.9 8.3
µν + Np5 8.3 8.4
τν + Np0 8302.3 0.4
τν + Np1 1563.8 0.4
τν + Np2 453.8 8.3
τν + Np3 121.8 8.3
τν + Np4 30.8 8.1
τν + Np5 8.5 7.5
Wc
Np0
ALPGEN
518 1.6
Np1 192 1.7
Np2 51 1.7
Np3 12 1.7
Wcc
Np0
ALPGEN
153 1.7
Np1 124 1.6
Np2 62 1.7
Np3 20 1.7
Wbb
Np0
ALPGEN
4.0 1.6
Np1 3.2 1.7
Np2 1.7 1.8
Np3 0.8 1.9
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Table A.6: Overview of the Drell-Yan MC simulated samples. σ denotes the cross section, while
the k-factor is the factor applied to scale the cross section from leading order to next-to-next-to-
leading order. The integrated luminosities given correspond to the total statistics of the samples.
NpX (X = 0 . . .5) in the name of the process refers to the number of additional partons in the final
state.
Drell-Yan processes
Process Generator σ×k-factor [pb] integrated luminosity [fb−1]
DrellYan
ee + Np0
ALPGEN
3819.0 0.3
ee + Np1 106.2 2.8
ee + Np2 51.8 9.7
ee + Np3 10.5 14.3
ee + Np4 2.3 17.3
ee + Np5 0.6 17.4
µµ + Np0 3818.6 0.3
µµ + Np1 106.1 2.8
µµ + Np2 51.8 9.7
µµ + Np3 10.5 14.3
µµ + Np4 2.3 17.3
µµ + Np5 0.6 17.4
ττ + Np0 3818.9 0.3
ττ + Np1 106.2 2.8
ττ + Np2 51.8 9.6
ττ + Np3 10.5 14.4
ττ + Np4 2.3 17.3
ττ + Np5 0.6 17.4
Table A.7: Overview of the bb¯ MC simulated samples. σ denotes the cross section at leading
order. The integrated luminosities given correspond to the total statistics of the samples.
bb¯ processes
Process Generator σ [pb] integrated luminosity [fb−1]
bb¯ (µµX, pµT > 10GeV)
PYTHIA [29]
2150 0.2
bb¯ (µeX, pµ,eT > 10GeV) 3820 0.2
bb¯ (eeX, peT > 10GeV) 1086 0.2
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Figure A.1: Number of leptons in the control region CR1. The red line represents the sum of all
SM background processes. The yellow area around the red line represents the uncertainty. All
uncertainties are statistical only.
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Figure A.2: Transverse momentum of the leading lepton in channels with same sign leptons in the
control region CR1. The red line represents the sum of all SM background processes. The yellow
area around the red line represents the uncertainty. All uncertainties are statistical only.
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(a) Final electron fake rate
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Figure A.3: Final fake rates of electrons in SR2. Both the final average and individual fake rates
for the two processes are shown in (a).
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Figure A.4: Final fake rates of muons in SR2.
Figure A.5: Distribution of the transverse momentum of the leading lepton in signal region SR2
for the data and the SM prediction [45].
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Figure A.6: Distribution of the transverse momentum of the second leading lepton in signal region
SR2 for the data and the SM prediction [45].
Figure A.7: Distribution of the transverse momentum of the third leading lepton in signal region
SR2 for the data and the SM prediction [45].
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